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Summary
This thesis explores how contestation over Islam shapes policy responses in Norway. Across Europe,
different states develop political responses to Islam and other minority religions, shaped by historical
church-state relations and human rights frameworks, but with considerable space for adaptation and
discretion. The topic of my research is how political actors make their public policy decisions, within
this space for discretion, and under the conditions created by high levels of conflict over Islam. I
study this empirically with a qualitative research design aimed at exploring within-case variation in
Norwegian policymaking on Islam, searching for mechanisms and patterns in how political actors and
public officials make their policy decisions.
Analytically, I draw on John Kingdon’s multiple streams approach to the policy process. This approach
stipulates that contestation over policy problems, political interests, and policy solutions related to
Islam can occur simultaneously and independently, but making new policy is only possible by
merging these streams. Empirically, I compare patterns of responses to claims making and
contestation of Islam in a selection of case studies, that all address change over time in variables that
shape policy responses to Islam. I compare government responses to two most similar minority
claims for religious accommodation in state organisations, 20 years apart; I study variation in
mainstream party responses to populist agenda setting on Muslim veiling in the Parliament, in
debates dating from 2003 to 2018; and I compare 20 cases of local level mediation and
implementation of national policy towards Muslim and non-Muslim immigrant organisations. The
primary data material for my research consists of qualitative interviews with key informants and
official documents such as parliamentary protocols and official letters, in some cases triangulated
with media records and secondary sources. The research findings are disseminated through three
articles.
The thesis describes how political actors and public officials in Norway produce a diverse range of
policy responses to agenda setting on Islam. In the research presented, I identify three patterns:
resistance towards politicisation and policy change, adoption of similar problem presentations that
accommodate policy change, and delegation of conflict to the implementation stage. Resistance
occurs when actors with authority draw the line on what constitutes a public problem or what kinds
of policy interventions that are legitimate, in a way that blocks policy action. My findings show that
resistance strategies can block restrictive as well as accommodating policy proposals. However, I also
find that policy entrepreneurs have been able to construct new room for making policy on Islam in
Norway on the issue of Muslim veiling.
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Substantially, Norwegian decision-makers grapple with core questions at stake in European
approaches to secularism: How can the authorities accommodate Muslim citizens as rights-holding
individuals and as communities, and when does that compromise the integrity and the political aims
of the state? When and how should the state cooperate with religious communities or separate itself
from religious authority? I find that actors who want to restrict Muslim veiling can circumvent
resistance either by introducing a new problem definition, or by introducing a new way of
legitimising the policy intervention, that a political majority can support. Since 2009, a majority of the
parties in Parliament have discussed the use of religious symbols like hijab in state organisations as a
threat to the integrity of state institutions. In 2018, the Norwegian Parliament passed restrictions on
the use of face veils in educational settings, introduced as measures to improve education, not
govern religion. The restrictions were passed with rhetorical calls from the Labour Party as well as
the Progress Party for cultural adaptation among Norwegian Muslims to “Norwegian” culture, values
and gender roles. Broadly speaking, the cases explored in this thesis suggest that Norwegian
decision-makers today are more likely to see accommodation as conflicting with national interests,
and therefore more willing to make demands on individual Muslims, compared to how they
addressed similar issues in the past.
Exploring the effect of contestation over Islam on the relationship between national policy and local
implementation, I find that controversy and ambiguity can put pressure on local administrators in the
implementation stage, to secure the legitimacy of policy intervention when national policy aims may
be conflicting. The Norwegian state offers funding for immigrant organisations, and locally, I find that
municipalities are interested in cooperating with organisations that can represent Muslim
communities, due to concerns about radicalisation and Islamophobia. However, concerns about
segregation make national and local authorities privilege individual interactions across religious and
ethnic identities, over civil society participation based on group identities. Still, the Norwegian
governance of Islam allows for a great diversity in decision-making and in local interpretations.
Institutionalised policy “paths” such as anti-discrimination legislation or the traditional
communitarian approach to civil society, appear to shape, but not determine policy responses to
concerns over Islam and Muslims in Norway today.
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1. Background
“We’re quite good at equality in our country. We
struggle more with living well with diversity”.
– Jonas Gahr Støre, leader of the Norwegian Labour Party,
in Vårt Land, 28 November 2019 (my translation)

How to design policies for “living well with diversity” is a challenge for politicians across Europe
today. We can read the quote above as a struggling Social Democratic Party leader admitting that the
issue field of “diversity politics” is something to which he—or the Norwegian “we”—do not quite
know how to respond. More often than not, Muslims and Islam are at the heart of such concerns. In
public and political debates, the real and imagined doings of such a small religious minority—
somewhere between three to five per cent of Norwegians are Muslims (SSB, 2017)—are out-ofproportions salient. The 1990s saw an increase in intense public debates about Islam from a
gendered perspective in Norway (Es, 2016a; Hagelund, 2002; Leirvik, 2003). The Norwegian
Parliament has discussed motions to restrict Muslim veiling 10 times since 2005, with not a single
motion about any other type of religious clothing. Since the 1980s, Norwegian right-wing activists
have mobilised against an “Islamic invasion” (Bjørgo & Gjelsvik, 2017). The leader of the Norwegian
Progress Party, currently serving as Minister of Finance, has warned that Norway is being subjected
to “Islamisation by stealth” (snikislamisering). However, an increasingly diverse number of minority
voices are adding new and boundary-crossing perspectives to the public debate (Midtbøen, 2018, p.
359), although the media may be biased towards Muslims voicing criticism of Islam (Bangstad, 2013).
Reacting against essentialist public discourse on Islam as violent and oppressive of women, practicing
Muslims in Norway have also contributed their own claims about how Islam should be understood,
that often reiterate a positive, but equally essentialist, image of their religion (Es, 2016a).
Under such conditions of conflict over what “Islam” is and how accommodation of religious diversity
in Norway can be problematic, politicians make active, sometimes pragmatic and sometimes
normative choices about when and how to intervene politically. Across Europe, states have
developed different political responses to Islam and other minority religions: these responses are
shaped by historical relations between the state and the majority religion, somewhat restrained by
legislative human rights frameworks, but with a considerable space for adaptation and discretion
(Horsfjord, 2013; Kivisto, 2014). The topic of my research is how, within this space for discretion, and
under conditions of high levels of conflict and ambiguity over Islam as an object of policy, political
actors make their public policy decisions.
7

The first waves of modern “Muslim” immigration to Europe began in the 1960s. Since the late 1980s,
there has been a significant increase in scholarship on Islam in Western Europe. It took time for the
first wave of immigrants and the European public to see the newcomers as part of the new Europe,
and Islam as a relevant point of reference (Dassetto, Ferrari, & Maréchal, 2007, pp. 1-4). After the
populist right-wing Progress Party made immigration and the threat of a “Muslim invasion” an
election issue in Norway in 1987, Norwegian political scientists also became interested (Midtbøen,
2017). However, they paid more attention to the political and socio-economic integration of
immigrants and their descendants than the integration of Islam as a minority religion, leaving the
latter field to the sociologists, historians and anthropologists, among others. To examine the
Norwegian case with policymaking in focus, I draw on analytical perspectives developed in the
European literature as well as empirical insight from interdisciplinary Norwegian scholarship.
The European scholarly literature often addresses political responses to Islam as a question of “state
accommodation of Muslim religious practices” (see for example Lépinard, 2015; Soper & Joel, 2003;
Tatari, 2009); this is commonly understood as how states grant Muslims rights or opportunities that
allow them to practise their religion in a fair and equitable way. As such, accommodation is the “link”
between Muslims’ religious needs or interests on the one hand, and institutional change on the
other, ranging from the creation of Islamic councils or opportunities for Islamic faith-based
organisations to provisions for religious clothing, dietary requirements, holidays and the like.
Analytically, I believe that the accommodation perspective has certain limitations. First, policy on
Islam is sometimes, but not always, a response to claims made by Muslims for recognition and
accommodation of their religious rights. In political contestation over Islam in Europe, most of the
claims about Islam appear to be made by non-Muslims (Carol & Koopmans, 2013, p. 177). I am not
only interested in how the Norwegian state responds to Muslims’ own claims for religious rights, but
also how decision-makers respond to other actors’ claims about Islam. Second, and related to this, it
is falsely constraining to think of policy on Islam as a response to “Muslim interests”. European
Muslim populations hold a range of different, often conflicting, interests. Moreover, the majority
population’s diverse interests and concerns often take the front seat in debates over Islam. Debates
over Islamic radicalisation, terrorism and security are prime examples, but this observation also
applies to debates over Muslim veiling, halal slaughtering, male circumcision etc. As a category of
policy outcomes, however, accommodation is a key policy category to include in studies on European
integration of Islam.
To be clear, I do not assume that Muslims in Norway have a certain set of interests or rights, but I am
interested in how actors present issues as public concerns related to Islam—an important exercise of
discursive power—and how decision-makers respond. My empirical focus is on the processes of
8

debate and decision-making when concerns about Islam are put on the agenda in Norway, and how
they shape policy responses. Public policies are actions that the political system produces in attempts
to solve problems that are deemed public concerns (Newton & van Deth, 2005, p. 263); while my
research topic extends to political responses at many governance levels across Europe, my empirical
analysis is limited to the qualitative study of within-case variation in Norwegian policymaking.
Norwegian politicians are likely to approach Islam with perspectives shaped by the historical and
cultural dominance of the Lutheran Church of Norway, a tradition of actively supporting a range of
civil society organisations, and a strong political emphasis across party lines on gender equality in
public policy (Horsfjord, 2013). By emphasising the characteristics of the national context, it is easy to
construct Norway as a “special case” in comparison to other European countries—but as Vebjørn
Horsfjord argues, they are all “special cases” (ibid.). I therefore believe it will be constructive to
discuss findings from Norway in dialogue with the larger literature on the integration and
accommodation of Islam in Europe. First, then, a few paragraphs on the political landscape in
Norway, to add context for the foreign reader before introducing my research questions.
Politically, Norway has changed in ways similar to many other European countries in recent decades.
The political dominance of the social democrats, which has left its mark on the Norwegian state as a
welfare state in similar ways as in Sweden and Denmark, is a thing of the past. The last Norwegian
majority government ended in 1961; since then, national elections have resulted in either minority
governments or ruling government coalitions. This means that the political parties depend on crossparty cooperation to make new policies, and that they must communicate their political positions on
two (sometimes contradicting) fronts: to voters, for whom they seek to distinguish themselves from
the competition, and to potential partners in the political landscape, with whom they seek common
ground. It also means that the parties make many of the necessary political compromises after the
elections are over, as is common in multi-party systems, and that even small parties can shape policy
through coalitions and negotiations (Heidar, 2012, pp. 186, 190). New political parties have expanded
the Norwegian political landscape. Norway’s version of a populist right-wing party mobilising on antiIslam policies, the Progress Party, grew to be the largest opposition party in the Norwegian
Parliament in the 2000s (Bjørklund, 2003). The party has achieved enough political legitimacy to
become the Conservative Party’s chosen coalition partners. In part, by framing its opposition towards
immigration and multiculturalism not in explicitly racist terms, but by presenting immigrants as an
economic burden, welfare exploiters, cultural threats, security threats, or an illiberal challenge
(Jupskås, 2015, p. 201). Currently, the governing coalition includes four parties: The Conservative
Party, the Progress Party, the Liberal Party and the Christian Democratic Party.
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While national politics are important, the local level of governance is also influential on people’s lives
in Norway. The state delegates extensive tasks and responsibilities to the municipalities in areas like
health, education and social services – and, increasingly, integration. By law and political tradition,
the municipalities enjoy a certain independence from the state, which allows for a large range of
policy diversity at the local level. In the last two decades, politicians have also increasingly looked to
civil society organisations as partners and arenas for realising integration policy aims (Bay, Finseraas,
& Hagelund, 2010; Loga, 2018). Traditionally, Norwegian authorities have been closely intertwined
with the church and cooperated extensively with civil society. In terms of church-state arrangements,
Norway has steadily secularised, formally separating church and state through constitutional reform
in 2012. Although membership numbers in the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Norway are curiously
high, at 70 percent of the population, numbers of people identifying as Christian are dropping at
similar rates as in other Western European countries, and Norwegian non-believers now outnumber
believers. Cooperation with civil society remains a central aspect of governance, and Norway
maintains financial support for minority faith communities (since the 1960s) and immigrant
organisations (since the 1970s) (Leirvik, 2001, pp. 13-14; Takle, 2014, p. 7).
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2. Research Questions
The aim of this thesis is to explore the following question: how does contestation over Islam shape
policy responses in Norway? Contestation is the level of conflict over an issue (Boswell, 2019, p. 23).
In the overall research question lies a search for mechanisms that can explain how actors make policy
decisions under the conditions created by contestation. I address this question from different angles
in three research articles, each based on empirical comparison of policymaking processes.
In article I, I address accommodation of minority religion in state organisations, a question that is
often highly contested, and I explore the following: How could two similar public organisations
make different decisions on accommodation of religious symbols, within the same Norwegian
context? This article aims to explain differences in Norwegian policy responses. When the national
context is the same and the organisational context is similar, the role that different actors play in
creating and mediating conflict is brought to the front.
In article II, I address contestation over Islam in the Norwegian Parliament, between the Progress
Party and the mainstream parties. It is a fact that claims-making by right-wing actors often increases
conflict over Islam and contributes to putting Islam on the agenda for political decision-making. In
this article, I ask: How have the parties in the political mainstream mediated the influence of the
Progress Party on politicisation and policymaking on Muslim veiling? The assumption that this
article is based on is that beyond setting the agenda, populist right-wing parties like the Progress
Party cannot shape policy be themselves, and therefore the responses from the political mainstream
are key to understanding changes (or continuity) in public policy on Islam.
In article III, I ask: How does local implementation mediate national policy aims and interests?
Recognising that the interests that the Norwegian government expresses through national policy can
be conflicting, this article explores how some dilemmas related to the integration of Islam and
Muslims are resolved in the implementation stage, at the level of local government. Discrepancies
between national policy aims and policy as it is actually implemented are likely in a country where
local authorities are quite autonomous in their policy implementation. Exploring the relationship
between national policy and local implementation is therefore a valuable in-road to how
contestation over Islam shapes Norwegian policy responses.
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3. Islam in Europe and policy responses: a brief literary review
The literature on the integration of Islam in the European context has developed along two main
analytical perspectives: a bottom-up perspective on “Islam in Europe” and a top-down perspective
on “European policymaking on Islam”. The following brief review will serve as an introduction to this
literature, with an emphasis on the second branch, where I locate my research.
The bottom-up perspective on Islam in Europe has focused on how the behaviour, attitudes and
values of Muslims are shaped by the European context, sometimes contrasted with other minorities
and/or the non-Muslim majority population (see Jacobsen, 2006; Norris & Inglehart, 2012). A central
aim in this part of the literature is to measure the sociocultural differentiation or integration
between Muslims and non-Muslims in Europe (Statham & Tillie, 2016). Many studies have been
concerned with identifying, describing and explaining the possible emergence of a “European Islam”
(see Hunter, 2002; Ramadan, 2004; Roy, 2007; Vogt, 1995). Offshoots of this branch have produced a
number of studies on the radicalisation of Muslims in Europe (masterfully synthesized by Hafez &
Mullins, 2015) and some, in response, on the identities and lived experiences of “ordinary Muslims”
(see Es, 2016b; Fadil & Fernando, 2015; Göle, 2011, 2017).
Studies with a top-down perspective have been concerned with the institutional side of the
accommodation and regulation of Islam—sometimes narrowly defined as the legal integration of
Islam (Joppke & Torpey, 2013), other times widely defined as the governance of Islam—to extend the
scope beyond the state and its legal arrangements (Bader, 2007; Maussen, 2006, p. 5). In short, topdown studies have asked how European countries have responded politically to the presence of a
new religious minority (see Bowen, 2007b; Cesari & McLoughlin, 2005; Fetzer & Soper, 2005; Joppke,
2009; Laurence, 2012; Maussen, Bader, & Moors, 2011; O'Brien, 2016; Plesner, 2016; Siim, 2013;
Skjeie, 2007). Some studies have also traced the links between top-down politics and lived realities,
to see what effects this policymaking has had for individual Muslims and for organised Islam (see
Brems, 2014; Burchardt & Michalowski, 2015; Vinding, 2018). In the remainder of this brief literary
review, I introduce the established findings and remaining scholarly discussions on political
contestation ver Islam and policy responses that have guided my own analytical perspective.

3.1 Contestation over Islam in Europe
Researchers generally agree that the dimension of Muslim immigrants’ religious identity became
contested a while after the first post-WWII wave of immigration to Europe (Bleich, 2009; Cesari,
2013; Dassetto et al., 2007; Koopmans, Statham, Giugni, & Passy, 2005). Scholars have identified at
least five concurring developments as explanations, though there is considerable discussion over
how much weight to give to each and how they may work together. It is not my ambition here to
12

resolve this debate, but to summarise the different positions within it and carry these arguments into
my review of research on policy responses.
First, shortly after the first wave of immigrants began to settle, concerns began arising around value
differences and cultural integration, and then over the pitfalls of “multiculturalist” approaches to
immigrant integration (Joppke, 2004). These anxieties were especially focused on Muslims (Modood,
2003). Nilüfer Göle (2013, p. 4) argues that the issue of religion became dominant at this postimmigration stage, with descendants of immigrants growing up in Europe as the new “figure of the
immigrant”, in particular young Muslim girls, which served to link the question of religion to the issue
of gender. Oddbjørn Leirvik (2003) argues that, in Norway, “media conflicts focused on ‘Islam’ tend
nearly always to be related to gender issues”. Researchers also contributed to this shift in focus; in
Norway, this came about in particular with social anthropologist Unni Wikan’s 1995 book Towards a
New Norwegian Underclass, which emphasises how immigrant women’s cultural position
contributed to the creation of an underclass dominated by Muslim immigrants and their children
(Akkerman & Hagelund, 2007; Hagelund, 2002).
Second, and related to this, researchers have noted a shift in favoured policy approaches in European
integration politics since the 1990s—what Rogers Brubaker (2010, p. 531) has termed “a modest
‘return of assimilation’” and Christian Joppke (2004) “the retreat of multiculturalism”. Anniken
Hagelund (2002, p. 412) notes how dilemmas over multiculturalism are “ever repeated” in
Norwegian integration debates in the 1990s and early 2000s. Third, securitisation of the immigration
issue in the 1990s was reinforced by the shocks of Islamic terrorism in the 2000s. The terrorist
attacks of 9/11 and subsequent attacks on European territory, conducted by self-identified Muslims
in the name of a religious jihad, increased concerns over Muslims in Europe as religious communities
(Bleich, 2009).
The fourth explanation I include in this brief review is that the (non-)accommodating policy
responses from European countries have produced a dialectic other-definition and self-definition of
the new religious minority “Muslims” (Brubaker, 2013). In the post-immigration stage, state actors
have pursued (and even helped establish) religious organisations that can serve as points of contact
and offer organisational structures to assist with the implementation of integration policy (Koenig,
2005; Korteweg & Triadafilopoulos, 2015; Laurence, 2012; Mattes, 2017; Mourão Permoser,
Rosenberger, & Stoeckl, 2010). As former migrants gained the right to make demands on the
receiving state, Muslims have also been defining themselves as a religious group in order to claim
rights and recognition. Koopmans et al. (2005, pp. 152-155) found that about half of all migrant
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group demands covered by the media in the Netherlands, Britain and France between 1992 and 1998
were made through religious self-identification as “Muslim”.
In a later study on contestation of Islam in six European countries, Carol and Koopmans found that
most of the claims about Islam were made by non-Muslims (2013, p. 177). They also found that,
compared to other actors, right-wing populist actors focus disproportionally on Muslim rights that
are largely unobtrusive, meaning that they continue to challenge rights that the national context
would more readily accommodate (ibid.: 187). The growth of the radical-right movement in recent
decades may therefore serve as a fifth explanation for why Islam became contested. This argument is
supported by a recent study by Astrid Mattes, on how and when “Muslim” is used as a category of
practice in parliamentary immigrant integration policy debates (2018), and Jonas Lindberg’s (2014)
finding that right-wing populist parties most commonly put Islam on the political agenda in
Scandinavian parliaments, including in Norway.

3.2 Policy responses: diversity, convergence or path dependency
How do European states and politicians respond to claims about Islam? Existing studies often apply a
cross-national comparative perspective and commonly paint one of three pictures: one of crossnational policy convergence; one of considerable diversity between and within states; or one of path
dependence in “national models” of governing religion.
Path dependency has been a central theme and explanatory model in comparative European studies
on the accommodation of Muslims and Islam (Bowen, 2007b; Carol & Koopmans, 2013; Fetzer &
Soper, 2005; Koopmans et al., 2005; Siim, 2013; Soper & Fetzer, 2007). These studies have
emphasised how historic church–state relationships, national models of secularism, and traditions of
immigrant integration policy (and, in Norway, state feminism (Siim, 2013; Siim & Skjeie, 2008)) have
shaped the politicisation of Islam and policy responses in different countries. However, the
explanatory power of these national models has been questioned, in particular because they are not
well-suited for explaining national heterogeneity or change in policies, and do not capture how
relations between new minorities and their host societies evolve (Bader, 2007). Moreover, the rise of
xenophobic parties across Europe suggests that defining national approaches may not capture
significant driving forces in contestation over Islam.
As described earlier, the trends that put Islam on the political agenda appear to affect countries
across Europe, including Norway. Representing the convergence claim, Thijl Sunier (2014, p. 1139)
argues that, after 9/11, most European countries “departed from integration policies based on some
sort of recognition of cultural diversity and emphasised national culture as the only legitimate format
for citizenship”. The result is a policy response he calls the “domestication of Islam”: the
14

“strengthening of a frame of governance with the aim to regulate Islamic arrangements into the
nation-state format” (Sunier, 2014, p. 1138). Leirvik (2005), however, argues that Norway’s policy
responses to Islam reflect a number of ideological approaches to religious difference, including
communitarian, politics of recognition and multiculturalism. His empirical documentation of relations
between Christians, Muslims and the Norwegian state reveals significant sub-national policy
diversity.

3.3 Opportunities for new perspectives
Anthropologist John Bowen presents a situated take on the path dependence effect of secular
models in his 2007 book, Why the French Don't Like Headscarves: Islam, the State and Public Space
(Bowen, 2007b). In his analysis, the French model of laïcité is a source of the justifications French
actors draw on in the headscarf debate. However, his analysis also shows how the French headscarf
ban was presented as a policy solution to a number of other problems that were linked to Islam—
such as Islamism and violence against women. Bowen describes how politicians, intellectuals and the
media contributed to framing headscarves in schools as a public problem and a ban as the solution
best-suited to the French context. In other words, his focus is on the agency of actors, and how they
draw on institutional and discursive structures to set the agenda for political debate and shape policy
responses. His conclusion suggests that the French context and history matters, but so do the
policymaking process and political contestation over problem definitions and solutions. This inspired
me to choose the policy process as the analytical focus of this thesis, as we can observe precisely
how actors engage with the relevant structures in particular arenas for contestation.
I believe the literature needs a less rigid approach to European models of secularism. There are as
many European models for relations between the state and religion as there are states (Dassetto et
al., 2007, p. 35). However, there are three common principles that these systems combine in
different ways: individual religious freedom, autonomy of religious communities, and cooperation
between the state and religious communities (ibid.). Each of these principles represent points of
contestation in the accommodation of Islam. In different contexts—national, local and
organisational—there are legacies related to these principles, repertoires that political actors can
draw on to put Islam on the political agenda and propose policy responses (Bowen, 2007a). The
principle of individual religious freedom, protected across Europe through international conventions
as well as constitutional laws, has been highly contested in recent years, and the protection offered
to Muslims by international conventions has been tried several times before the European Court of
Human Rights (McCrea, 2016). The autonomy of religious communities, the second common
principle, requires separation between the state and religious organisations (Dassetto et al., 2007, p.
35)—or, more precisely, between secular and religious authority. Jytte Klausen (2009) argues,
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however, that different European states continue to allow Christian influence in secular law and
public policy in areas like sexuality, speech regulation and education. She highlights how secular and
Christian authority is not always separated, but is sometimes intertwined in legislation. The
separation of secular and religious authority is therefore not so much a common principle in Europe
as a common unresolved problematic that is carried over into policymaking on Islam as a minority
religion. This leads us to the third common feature of European states’ relationship with religion:
cooperation (Dassetto et al., 2007, p. 36). A cooperative system between public authorities and
religious groups has been enforced all over Europe, with different degrees of formalisation (ibid.).
Cooperation between public authorities and religious groups often takes place at the local level of
government, but much of the literature on policy responses to Islam in Europe focus on national
politics and national explanations. I believe the literature on policy responses to Islam in Europe
needs more empirical studies that combine a national and local perspective, to include the full
diversity of the policy approaches applied by states. Some scholars on majority–minority relations in
Europe have proposed that the local level of government, and in particular the urban context, may
be a more accommodating environment by nature (Joppke, 2017; O’Toole, Meer, DeHanas, Jones, &
Modood, 2015)—though this hypothesis has been contested by others (Ambrosini, 2013). Adrian
Favell proposes looking to the city as “a site in which local, national, regional and global scales come
together, amidst institutionally diverse sub-systems of a ‘society’ no longer exclusively bounded by
the nation-state” (2015, p. 118). The argument here, also presented by Joppke (2017), is that
identity—closely associated with religion in contemporary Europe—is less controversial at the local
level, because the city benefits from making its identity boundaries porous, while national identity
boundaries serve to exclude, and therefore cause more controversy. Favell calls this “anarchical
multiculturalism”, not anchored in rights nor conflict-free, and not part of a top-down nation-building
project (2015, p. 116). Ambrosini (2013) counters the assumption of the accommodating city by
presenting Italian city contexts in which xenophobic political parties produce exclusive policies,
arguing that the hypothesis needs to be examined empirically. Municipalities in Norway often have
considerable leeway in developing their local strategies and even implementing national policy, and
Norway therefore presents an interesting context for such an examination.

3.4 Summary
The reviewed literature demonstrates that Islam is contested in a number of ways in Europe,
concerning gender issues, securitisation, religion–state relations and party politics. In some cases,
Muslims themselves put Islam on the political agenda, but more often, it appears to be right-wing
populist actors politicise Islam. In either case, it is clear that policy-making on Islam occurs under the
particular conditions that contestation creates: high salience, polarisation, and ambiguity about the
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object of decision-making itself. Much existing literature demonstrates why this is so, and how Islam
is politicised. The next step is to explore the influence this has on policy responses and move beyond
national model explanations, as researchers claim to find both national path dependence, crossnational convergence and sub-national diversity in policy responses. My research takes up the
challenges of seeing sub-national policymaking in relation to the convergence of political concerns
and path dependence in policy response, rather than determined by these factors, and of including
the local level of government in my empirical analysis. By making policy-making processes at
different levels of governance the analytical focus of my study, I aim to explore how actors’ decisions
are shaped by contestation in the specific contexts – national, local, organisational – where they
operate, when Islam is put on the political agenda.
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4. Analytical framework
In this section, I present the theoretical perspectives that guided my analysis. I drew specifically on
three theories about how political actors make decisions that shape policy responses, within the
context of political conflict over what is at stake. First, I structured my approach to policymaking
along John Kingdon’s (1995) multiple streams approach to the policy process. I then specified the
relationship between key concepts in this framework by drawing on Van der Brug et al.’s (2015)
conceptualisation of how a topic is made into an issue for policymaking, and Christina Boswell’s
(2019) hypotheses for how contestation shapes the conditions for political decision-making.

4.1 A multiple streams-inspired approach to the policy process
As described in the previous section, political debates on Islam in Europe are characterised by high
levels of political conflict and disagreement over what is at stake. To explore how policy decisions are
made under such conditions, I propose thinking of policymaking as a process through which
competing interests and concerns are mediated, in order to resist or support political action. This
perspective is inspired by John Kingdon’s multiple streams approach (Kingdon, 1995). The multiple
streams approach was designed to analyse policymaking under conditions of ambiguity, understood
as “a state of having many ways of thinking about the same circumstances or phenomena” (Feldman
1989, 5, quoted in Zahariadis, 2014, p. 26). This absolutely applies to political thinking about Islam in
Norway and in Europe. To conduct research on policy processes can include studying “the
interactions over time between public policy and its surrounding actors, events, and contexts, as well
as the policy or policies’ outcomes” (Weible, 2014, p. 5). One cannot include all of these perspectives
in a single project, however. The multiple streams approach offers a framework for studying
interaction between the stages of policymaking on which my research has focused: agenda-setting,
decision-making and implementation (Zahariadis, 2014, p. 25).
A common denominator between Kingdon (1995), Sabatier (1988), Baumgartner and Jones (1993)
and other scholars who began developing new theories about the policy process in the 1980s and
1990s was that they aimed to identify causal mechanisms: they sought theories of the policy process
that could explain, not just describe (Nowlin, 2011, p. 41). Kingdon (1995) was particularly interested
in explaining policy change or new policy directions. His approach was to imagine three streams that
run parallel, as if they are independent: a problem stream, a politics stream and a policy stream.
Kingdon’s politics stream is a conceptualisation of the political environment as a stream that runs its
own course, characterised by factors such as public opinion and partisan control of policymaking
institutions. From this stream arises strategic interests—and when they match with ideas about
issues that someone wants to address in the problem stream, a political actor might put a new issue
on the agenda and argue that it deserves a policy response. Kingdon also conceptualised a separate,
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independent policy stream, and argued that policy solutions do not always follow from problem
definitions: sometimes policies are looking for problems. Experts and activists often have specific
solutions that they want to introduce, and monitor the other streams for the right moment to push
these, for example when there is suitable agreement about a problem and political will in the politics
stream to do something about them (ibid.). The conceptualisation of a separately flowing policy
stream allows us to think of policy as continuous, and something that can be both output and input
in a policymaking process (Weible, 2014, p. 5).
Drawing on Kingdon’s framework, I envision policymaking on Islam as taking political action in a way
that must balance different types of conflicts simultaneously—over problem definitions, political
aims and appropriate policy solutions.

Problem stream:
How is this topic a
public problem?

Political stream:

Policy stream:

Which political
aims and interests
are at stake?

Which policy
solutions are
legitimate?

Figure 1: The relationship between streams, policy windows and opportunities for new
policy according to the multiple streams approach

The analytical perspective that this framework offers my research is that these streams, or sets of
variables, should be considered as independent sites of contestation, but making new policies is only
possible by merging them. Kingdon argues that “[t]he separate streams of problems, policies, and
politics come together at certain critical times. Solutions become joined to problems, and both of
them are connected to favourable political forces” (1995, p. 20). According to Kingdon, policy can be
made when such a “policy window” opens. Policy windows can be opened either by compelling
problems or by events in the political stream (Zahariadis, 2014, p. 35): for example, when someone
makes a claim for the accommodation of Islam or restriction of a religious practice that catches the
attention and interest of influential actors in the political stream, perhaps assisted by the media.
However, a policy window itself does not automatically result in a policy change. Policy windows can
be missed, blocked or even locked by previous policy designed to keep them closed (Howlett,
Ramesh, & Perl, 2009, p. 105).
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This perspective on conditions for policymaking highlights the importance of timing and temporality
for decision-making, but it also recognises that the way policy windows merge the three streams can
have lasting effects, influencing later events. Furthermore, the multiple streams approach to
policymaking emphasises agency, as new policies are made when someone—a “policy
entrepreneur”—strategically seizes on a policy window (Kingdon, 1995, p. 20). This allows us to
examine how actors within and outside government can contribute towards new public policy on
Islam in Norway. For example, Akkerman and Hagelund’s (2007) work on gender discourse in Norway
and the Netherlands suggests that the Norwegian Progress Party “grabbed on” to ideas that activists
and scholars tried to put on the political agenda, about immigrant women as a target group with
problems in need of a policy response, to push for restrictive policies. Because parties on the left also
supported the idea of the problem and the restrictions as solutions, room for “acting in common”
was opened, and new policies were introduced (ibid.). What Akkerman and Hagelund refer to as
room for “acting in common” translates quite well to Kingdon’s definition of a policy window—I
actually prefer Akkerman and Hagelund’s term because it clearly describes an opportunity that still
requires strategic action to result in a new policy.

4.2 Politicisation as entrepreneurship and condition for policymaking
In their (2015) book, The Politicisation of Migration, Van der Brug et al. conceptualise how a topic is
made into an issue for policymaking as a process in which political actors change its value along two
dimensions. The first dimension is the salience of the issue, understood as how much political
attention it receives relative to other issues on the political agenda. They call the second dimension
issue polarisation, understood as whether political actors agree on this issue or have opposing
positions that produce conflict. I believe this dimension is better defined as contestation:
contestation can be defined as the level of conflict over an issue (Boswell, 2019, p. 23), while
polarisation is commonly understood to reflect such heightened conflict that opinions are divided
into two extremes.
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Van der Brug et al. (2015) have combined these dimensions in the following typology of politics
towards a topic:
Salient
Urgent problem

Politicised issue

Agreement/Cooperation

Disagreement/Conflict
Not an issue

Latent conflict
Not Salient

Figure 2: Typology of politics towards a topic, by (van der Brug et al., 2015, p. 7)

As highlighted in the multiple streams theory of policymaking (Kingdon, 1995), increasing the
salience of an issue—moving it higher on the political agenda so that it can be matched with political
will and policy solutions—is key to policy change. According to van der Brug et al.’s (2015) typology,
an issue that is not salient is a non-object for policymaking (i.e. not an issue) or is a latent conflict (i.e.
not an object for policymaking at the present time). This is the dimension that theorists like Kingdon
have been concerned with. However, political actors—in particular, fringe actors who wish to
challenge the mainstream—might also be interested in changing the understanding of an issue along
the other dimension, that of issue polarisation. Changing the idea of what the problem is from highconflict to agreement can mobilise political will and enable the formation of a policy window. As
such, it is a step towards new policy. However, moving an issue the other way, increasing the visible
conflict over it, can also be a strategic action, for example to mobilise votes. In that scenario, issue
polarisation may be the desired result.
The combination of high salience and polarisation results in politicisation of a topic. What does the
politicisation of issues related to Islam mean for policymaking? Christina Boswell (2019, p. 23)
suggests that the level of contestation and political salience over an issue is one condition that
shapes political decision-making on integration issues. Furthermore, she argues that this condition
interacts with two others:


the “mode of settlement” that is seen as appropriate in political deliberation



the mode through which policymakers derive legitimacy (in policy interventions) (my
clarification)

Drawing on Boswell’s conceptualisation of these conditions, which I detail below, I discuss how they
may shape policymaking on Islam, when contestation takes place in different streams.
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Boswell, like van der Brug et al. (2015), distinguishes between political salience and political
contestation as two different dimensions, but suggests that we should consider them combined as a
condition for decision-making. When an issue is both politically salient (drawing considerable
attention in political debate) and highly contested (if there is conflict over how to define or respond
to the issue as a policy problem), the stakes are generally higher for political actors who make claims
about the issue. However, this condition interacts with the other two conditions to which Boswell
draws attention: the mode of settlement and the mode of deriving legitimacy.
Boswell distinguishes between democratic and technocratic “modes of settlement”. What she is
referring to here is not who is in charge (e.g. politicians or bureaucrats), but rather the “dominant
views about the legitimate basis for settling political conflict” (Boswell, 2019, p. 25). For example, the
construction of a mosque can be discussed as an issue that only requires specialised or technocratic
knowledge of city regulations, or it can be discussed in terms of values and interests on which
anyone in Norway should have a say. The mode of settlement determines “the sorts of claim that are
considered legitimate or authoritative in weighing up the desirability of different policy options”
(ibid., p. 24). In a democratic mode of settlement, contestation is resolved by deferring to the
interests or preferences of voters, i.e. through party politics, while a technocratic mode of settlement
gives particular authority to expert claims. The level of contestation in the political stream can shape
the mode of settlement. Technocratic modes of settlement are, according to Boswell, associated
with complex problems and debates over the most appropriate means for achieving goals that have
already been agreed upon, while democratic modes of settlement are typical for normative debates
about justice, shared values and identity, where the political aims are under debate.
Boswell claims that the “mode of deriving legitimacy” describes conditions that apply to bureaucratic
more than political decision-making on policies. However, I would argue that it more precisely
applies to the legitimacy of policy interventions—i.e. the contestation that occurs in the policy
stream—while the previous condition concerns the legitimacy in settling political conflicts. Drawing
on theories of organisational institutionalism, Boswell argues that the legitimacy of decision-making
in the implementation of policy can be secured in two ways: derived from the tangible effects of their
policy intervention (if they can be measured), or through rhetoric and symbolic action. If substantive
change cannot be measured or traced back to the policy intervention, it may be more important to
gain legitimacy by saying the right things or being seen as doing something, even cosmetic policy
adjustments (2019, p. 27). In policymaking on Islam, the issues at hand are often complex and the
outcomes of policy interventions are uncertain and difficult to measure: thus, we might expect
widespread use of symbolic and rhetorical actions, particularly in highly contested cases of
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policymaking. Contestation over problem definitions and political aims will likely increase the need to
legitimise policy interventions.

4.3 Summary
The multiple streams framework stipulates that contestation over policy problems, political interests
and policy solutions related to Islam can occur simultaneously and independently, but making new
policies is only possible by merging these streams. Political actors can seize on opportune moments,
such as events or new problem presentations, to create room for “acting in common”. Whether they
succeed in linking problems to established or controversial political aims and interests will determine
whether “experts” or political representatives can legitimately debate and make policy decisions.
Furthermore, actors may try to push policy interventions by making claims about their effects, or
through rhetorical or symbolic action. In highly contested cases of policymaking, where outcomes of
policy interventions are uncertain, politicians are more likely to take symbolic action.
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5. Research design, data and methods
To explore the research question for this thesis—how contestation over Islam shapes policy
responses in Norway—I chose a qualitative research design, in which I analysed this question through
a number of case studies. By case, I mean a unit of the phenomenon that I attempt to explain, here
cases of policy responses to contestation over Islam. Asking “how” contestation over Islam shapes
policy responses in Norway means to look requires a search for causal mechanisms. Qualitative case
studies allow for in-depth, context-sensitive examination of evidence that can identify plausible
causal pathways or mechanisms. They are therefore well-suited to exploring complex phenomena
and developing theoretical concepts that are grounded and contextualised (Gerring, 2007, pp. 4850).
In the following, I present my approaches to case selection and data collection, and discuss the kinds
of inferences allowed by my methodological choices. In brief, the primary empirical material for my
research consists of qualitative interviews with key informants and official documents, such as
parliamentary protocols and official letters, in some cases triangulated with media records.

5.1 Case selection, internal validity and generalisation
My aim in this research was not to test theory, but to explore relationships between concepts of
theoretical interest in policymaking on Islam. Goertz and Mahoney (2006, p. 237) argue that
qualitative studies are keenly attentive to the concept of equifinality. Equifinality is the idea that
there are multiple possible causal paths to the same outcome. In the early stages of conducting
explorative research on a new empirical field—and I would argue that research on policymaking on
Islam in Norway is still in its infancy—we should aim to identify as many plausible mechanisms as
possible. To achieve this, I aimed to satisfy a central methodological aim in case selection: that of
variation (Gerring, 2007, p. 149).
Variation within the dimension(s) of theoretical interest is important to the internal validity of
inferences: i.e. the cases must provide observations that can support the inferences called for by the
research question. Level of contestation is a theoretically important dimension in my research—in
other words, the extent to which an issue is contested within the Norwegian political context. My
case selection for Articles I and II stemmed from a data collection strategy developed in the “Muslim
Politics” project, in which we identified highly contested and less contested topics of policymaking on
Islam in Norway for empirical study. We identified the topic of Muslim veiling as highly contested,
dividing the political parties and appearing consistently on the political agenda for several years. In
Article III, I include a topic that, though rarely on the national political agenda, remains controversial
in part because of the politicisation of Islam: the multicultural policy of funding immigrant
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organisations. I have carefully selected comparable cases of debate and decision-making on these
topics, with variation on the “dependent variable” of policy decisions, as summarised in the table
below.
Table 1: Overview of cases

Type of cases

Number of cases

Variation in policy decisions

Decision-making on the accommodation of

2

Yes

10

Yes

20

Yes

religious symbols in state organisations
Parliamentary debates over official
motions on the topic of Muslim veiling
Local implementation of one public policy
measure to offer funding to immigrant
organisations

While qualitative case studies allow us to identify intermediate factors that are key to constructing
robust theories, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which we can generalise findings from a case
study. Still, case studies can contribute towards such answers by producing hypotheses for future
research. In order to generalise the inferences from a single or small set of cases to a larger set of
similar cases, the causal features identified in the case should be relevant in a larger universe of
cases (Gerring, 2007, p. 149). In the summarising discussion of this thesis, I suggest how future
research can build on the inferences I have drawn from my cases. Below, I briefly present my cases in
more detail and discuss the issue of representativeness and limits on generalisation.
My two cases of decision-making regarding the accommodation of religious symbols in state
organisations fit the criteria for most similar cases, as they began with similar claims and took place
in similar organisational settings. Most similar designs help us apply the ceteris paribus assumption,
"all other things being equal", while surmising the relationship between the dependent variable and
the independent variables of theoretical interest. However, as I discuss in the article, the cases are
not identical, and they take place 20 years apart (Lillevik, 2019, p. 6). The contexts are therefore not
equal, though I argue that the cases are sufficiently similar to allow me to observe how the remaining
differences became relevant. In terms of representativeness, the police and the military are unique
organisations, as the state’s only instruments for exercising violence or coercive force. However,
some mechanisms may be relevant to other public organisations, such as how the law structures
policy responses, or how Muslim veiling can be politicised in a state organisation.
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The 10 cases of parliamentary debate on motions about Muslim veiling include all the cases in this
“universe”, but have similarities with debates on related topics because of the fixed format that
parliamentary debates represent, in terms of the participating actors and form of debate. Most
importantly, this selection of cases enabled me to observe how all the political parties represented in
Parliament participated in highly comparable debates—debates on similar topics in the same arena—
over time.
Finally, the 20 cases of local implementation that I compared all stem from the same public policy
measure to offer funding to immigrant organisations. The funding scheme for immigrant
organisations that I take as my starting point in Article III is one of the Norwegian state’s first
responses to the interests and needs of immigrants from non-Western countries who arrived in
Norway in the 1960s and 1970s, and has historic relevance as a relic from a multicultural era. Since,
2015, the grant scheme is administered by 20 municipalities, thus providing me with 20 cases of
implementation to compare. This study explored cross-case variation at the local level, which is also
within-case variation in the implementation of the grant scheme as a whole.
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5.2 Data collection, validity and reliability
The data I collected for the case studies introduced above are summarised in this table:
Table 2: Data sources

Cases

Interviews

Documents

Other sources

Decision-making on the

Ten semi-structured

Parliamentary

Media records,

accommodation of

interviews with elite

transcripts, motions to

secondary literature

religious symbols in

informants from the

Parliament, uniform

state organisations

military, the Police

regulations, official

Directorate, the Oslo

letters between the

Police District, the

public offices involved

Police University
College, the police
union, the Ministry of
Justice, two Muslim
organisations
Parliamentary debates

Motions to Parliament

over official motions on

(“dok. 8- or Prop S-

the topic of Muslim

documents”), official

veiling

recommendations from
the standing
committee, and
minutes from
parliamentary sessions

Local implementation

Twenty semi-structured

Official criteria for

of one public policy

interviews with

applications, lists of

measure to offer

administrators of the

applications, lists of

funding to immigrant

grant scheme in the

rejected and accepted

organisations

municipalities

applicants and grants

I had assistance with some of this data collection. Sindre Bangstad, part of the “Muslim Politics”
team, raised questions about the police case in two interviews with Muslim organisations, and
provided me with the transcripts. I also had help from my Fafo colleague, Beret Bråten, and our
research assistant, Josefine Jahreie, in conducting interviews and collecting documents on cases of
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local implementation for a report commissioned by the Directorate of Integration and Diversity
(Bråten, Lillevik, & Jahreie, 2017)—data that I was kindly allowed to reuse for my PhD project.
I describe my data collection methods in each article. Below, I discuss some choices I had to make
concerning validity and reliability. The first concerns triangulation, or how to assess the validity of my
data, and the second concerns categorisation.

5.3 To triangulate or not to triangulate
In the interviews I conducted for the police case and the military case, I asked who had been involved
in the process of responding to the minority claim and how; how the issue had been understood and
addressed in each organisation; and what they believed had shaped the responses. In Bangstad’s
interviews, he asked if and how the two Muslim organisations had tried to influence the cases, and
why (or why not). In the police case, some of the individuals I approached did not want to speak with
me. I took this as a warning that the issue was still controversial enough to shape whether and how
informants spoke about it. I decided to triangulate the information from my interview material, and
use it with caution if I could not confirm that it was reliable through other sources: this was not
because I believed my informants to be untrustworthy, but because they may have had good reason
to present some positions or arguments in a favourable light when examining the events in hindsight.
Although many no longer worked for the same organisation, it was reasonable to expect they would
show loyalty to the reputation of their former employer.
To triangulate the information, I used a number of data sources. The Police Directorate provided me
with a case file of all correspondence to and from the Directorate on the issue, and the Military
Chaplaincy provided me with all official commands and regulations on military uniforms since 1989. I
also retrieved parliamentary transcripts and motion documents from 2008 and 2009 that were
relevant to the cases. With the use of my interviews and documents, and by conducting searches in
the news archive Retriever to confirm events not recorded in the documents and retrieve more
information on other events, I was able to reconstruct a timeline for both cases. In the timelines, I
recorded each action taken by one of the actors involved, when it happened and who was
responsible. Actions included official statements to the public, motions presented to Parliament,
official letters between public offices, and other events that involved a politician or public official
making a public claim or decision. I did not collect op-eds or other speech acts from civilians or the
media. In the military case, there was very little to collect, and in the police case, there was too
much. However, I was able to rely on previous studies by Cora Alexa Døving (2010, 2012) to include
information on which actors participated in the public debate over the police hijab and how this issue
was contested in the public sphere.
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For my comparison of 20 cases of local implementation of one public policy, I collected and analysed
the triangulated empirical material the other way around. That is, I first collected the documents and
compared patterns of applications and funding decisions, and then conducted the semi-structured
interviews to follow up on these patterns and explore them in greater detail. The interviews covered
topics like how the municipality decided which organisations and voluntary activities to fund, how
they perceived the contributions of immigrant organisations towards achieving the aims of the grant
scheme, and which other efforts the municipality had made to encourage cooperation with minority
communities. In article II, I detail how I analysed these materials sequentially.
For my comparison of parliamentary debates, I relied only on document analysis. The documents
contain two types of information that I analysed: first, information on how each motion was
processed through the parliamentary system and how the parties voted on the motion; and second,
which claims and arguments the political parties and their individual representatives made about the
motion and their own decisions, in writing and orally in the parliamentary sessions. Here, I would like
to note that I studied these speech act as strategic actions, as means by which politicians sought to
achieve political goals, for example to resist another party’s problem definition or to appeal to
voters. In the classic text “Science as a Vocation” (originally published in 1922, referenced here from
a 1946 translation), Max Weber describes how politicians make arguments about political topics. A
politician’s words are swords, weapons against the enemy, argues Weber, because politicians choose
their words to canvass votes, make a stand, and win over others over. Since I did not triangulate this
data with interviews, for example, I cannot know what the representatives were thinking during the
debates. My interest was not in the politicians’ genuine beliefs about Muslim veiling, but in the
following: how their arguments exposed disagreement or agreement over problem presentations
and policy interventions (issue polarisation), how different representations of Muslim veiling
increased salience, and how parties changed their positions in relation to each other, in ways that
allowed or blocked policy change. The previously introduced documents suffice as sources to asses
this.

5.4 Categorisation and ethical considerations
In Article III of this thesis, I explore how municipalities fund different types of organisations, and how
they fund Muslim civil society organisations compared to other organisations. I therefore chose to
classify the organisations into three categories. The responsible directorate (Directorate of
Integration and Diversity, IMDi) and the municipalities classified the organisations into two
categories: immigrant organisations and others, a category I renamed as majority organisations. IMDi
defines immigrant organisations in this grant scheme as organisations for first-generation immigrants
and individuals born of parents who immigrated to Norway, but not immigrants from the Nordic
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countries, Switzerland, the United States, Canada, Australia or New Zealand. The municipalities also
used this broad definition of “immigrant organisations” that includes descendants alongside actual
immigrants. I split this category into non-Muslim and Muslim immigrant organisations for my analysis
of funding patterns. My criteria for categorising immigrant organisations as Muslim organisations
was whether, based on the organisation’s name or self-description when they applied, they
identified as either (a) organising people of Muslim faith (Islamic) or (b) organising people who have
immigrated from or descend from a Muslim-majority country, ethnic group or geographical area (i.e.
Muslim cultural background).
I argue that this is a valid operationalisation of “Muslim civil society organisations”, if we consider the
heterogeneity of “Muslims in Norway” as a category. Statistics Norway estimates that Muslims make
up between 2.8% and 4.8% of the Norwegian population today, or somewhere between 150,000 and
250,000 individuals (SSB, 2017). The lower estimation is based on membership numbers in registered
Islamic faith communities (148,000 in 2016), and the higher number combines the 175,000
immigrants from Muslim-majority countries like Somalia, Pakistan and Iraq with their 75,000 children
born in Norway. The broadest category constructed by SSB is highly diverse, most likely including
believers and non-believers, adherents to other religions than Islam, adherents to different schools
of Islam, and people who do not self-identify according to faith at all. To this, I would like to add that
the high shares of registered mosque members in Norway should not be taken as a reflection of
religiosity as much as a result of Norway’s exceptionally accommodating funding for minority faith
communities that is paid per member, a strong incentive to encourage formal membership.
As pointed out by Brubaker, over-emphasis on Muslim identity as a category of analysis in scholarly
work contributes towards transforming European populations of immigrant origin into “Muslims”
through self- and other-identification (2013, p. 5). When I want to study how municipalities view and
respond to organisations that represent Muslims in their city, I have a choice. I can either include
only the self-declared religious organisations, and thus contribute to the over-representation of “the
believing Muslim” in scholarly work on Muslims in Europe, ignoring what Nadia Jeldtoft calls
“everyday lives and practices” of Muslim minorities (Jeldtoft, 2011, p. 1136). Or I can include
individuals and organisations of all shades of religiosity that hail from Muslim-majority countries, and
thus risk over-emphasising the “Muslimness” of believers and miscategorising some non-believers
(Brubaker, 2013). Neither choice is ideal, but I chose the latter categorisation to be able to study
analytically how the municipalities relate to the broadest category possible of organisations
representing Muslims in Norway.
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6. Relationship to philosophy of science
Because I adhere to the belief that there exists a world outside our minds, which we can at least
partly observe, I believe it is possible to make inferences about causal relationships and mechanisms
in the social sciences that are close to the truth, through theoretically informed empirical
observations and studies. This means that I found the present research on a scientific realist
philosophy of science. By searching for causal mechanisms, I attempt to seek deeper layers of
explanation about how some independent variables or causal conditions are shaping the dependent
variable (George & Bennett, 2005), here policymaking on Islam.
A complicated question to explain in my research is why actors make certain policy decisions on
Islam within the context where they find themselves, when I do not know what they are thinking. In
my assumptions about actors’ intentions, I draw on Jon Elster’s (1986) account of agency where
individuals can make choices of their own free will, but within the context created by the choices and
actions of others, which also shape their convictions and desires. To explain a behaviour as
intentional, according to Jon Elster, we must demonstrate a three-place relationship between the
behaviour, the actor’s convictions (what she believes), and the actor’s desires (her goals), and that
the latter two components caused the behaviour (Elster, 1986, pp. 12-13).
The first problem for the political scientist is that a number of different convictions and desires likely
drives political behaviour. Do ideological convictions, strategic considerations, or both inform the
decisions that actors make? How do actors prioritise when ideological convictions and political goals
come into conflict in policymaking on Islam? The second problem is that beliefs and desires are
unobservable. If we assume thin rationality (that people act according to their preferences), we may
deduce from a combined study of a person’s actions and the conditions she is acting under in a
certain context, which aims (desires) she may be acting to maximise. However, central to the
analytical perspective promoted by the multiple streams approach is the concept of bounded
rationality, defined by Herbert A. Simon as an alternative to the subjective expected utility (SEU
theory) of neo-classical economics:
“Theories of bounded rationality can be generated by relaxing one or more of the
assumptions of SEU theory. Instead of assuming a fixed set of alternatives among
which the decision-maker chooses, we may postulate a process for generating
alternatives. Instead of assuming known probability distributions of outcomes, we
may introduce estimating procedures for them, or we may look for strategies for
dealing with uncertainty that do not assume knowledge of probabilities. Instead
of assuming the maximization of a utility function, we may postulate a satisfying
strategy.” (Simon, 1990, p. 15)
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This conceptualisation of rationality embraces man’s imperfect capacities and the importance of the
decision-making process itself in shaping an actor’s convictions about possible alternatives and likely
outcomes. Simon also replaces the idea that actors seek to maximise utility with the idea of
satisficing: that actors strategically consider their options until they find not the very best option, but
the option that meets or exceeds their idea of a minimally acceptable outcome (Wheeler, 2019).
Following these assumptions about agency and rationality, I look for how actors strategically and
rationally deal with the choices they face under conditions of ambiguity and conflict, in ways that
may satisfy both ideological and strategic desires. I assume that contextual variables, the alternativegenerating process of decision-making itself, and the actions of others, shape actors’ choice of a
satisfying answer to the problem at hand.
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7. Research ethics
Conducting responsible research on a controversial policy field requires extra diligence to ethical
research principles, so that the knowledge produced will contribute constructively to the ongoing
public debate. Such a context underscores the necessity for researchers to justify their choice of
questions, methods and analytical perspectives, and the quality of the documentation they use to
support conclusions, “so that preconceived notions and unwitting opinions have minimal influence
on the research” (NESH, 2006, p. 11). In Sections 1 through 3, I argued that the research questions I
have pursued are both relevant contributions to the Norwegian public debate, and interesting
contributions to the scholarly discussion on the integration of Islam in Europe. In Section 4 and 5, I
made transparent my analytical perspectives and choice of methods. In the following, I briefly
address some specific ethical concerns relevant to data collection, the interpretation of data and
dissemination of findings.
With regards to data collection, my central concern (and that of my colleagues, in those cases where
I collaborated with others to collect data) was to obtain informed consent. In all of the interviews
that I used in my research, the informants were given both written and oral information about the
aims of the research, why and how we wanted to interview them, what their participation would
entail and how the interview material would be used, as recommended in the Norwegian Guidelines
for Research Ethics (NESH, 2006, p. 12). In the interviews conducted by others, the informants were
informed in advance that other researchers in the relevant project group would have access to the
interview material. I also explicitly stated that participation was voluntary, and I accepted that some
individuals would decline my request for an interview or decline to answer certain questions, out of
respect for their freedom of choice.
A second concern centred around ensuring the anonymity of my informants in the articles based on
interview material (this was not a concern for Article II, as it is based only on documented utterances
in Parliament that are publicly available). In Article III, I was able to preserve the anonymity of my
sources by excluding the name, title and workplace of my informants from the presentation of
interview data. In Article I, in which I compare only two cases, these measures were often not
enough, as many of my informants were uniquely positioned in the cases and could be indirectly
identified through their insightsrole and very insight into the process. I therefore chose to exclude
direct quotes in my dissemination of the findings, in any instance where an informants’ anonymity
could be compromised.
My strategies for data analysis were aimed at giving unbiased consideration to the different points of
view expressed by the actors I studied. However, the researcher’s point of view will always be
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different from the informant’s point of view, and the perspectives I applied thus shaped my
interpretations of their words and actions (Thagaard, 2003, p. 107). Therefore, “unbiased” here
means that I analysed all utterances and actions according to the same perspectives, categories and
research questions, as specified in each article, not that the actors themselves “spoke through the
text”, so to speak. This in particular presented dilemmas about what to exclude; as the interviews
and documents that I have analysed covered much more than I could include in each analysis, I have
had to “silence” some points of view in order to give attention to those most relevant to my research
questions.
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8. Summary of the articles
Article I: The political accommodation of military turbans and the police hijab in
Norway: windows of opportunity
Published in Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 2019, DOI: 10.1080/1369183X.2019.1675501
This article focuses on how actors in similar organisational contexts are able or unable to seize policy
windows to accommodate minority religion. It does so by comparing two specific claims for
accommodation of religious differences in Norway. The first claim was a Sikh’s request to wear his
turban along with his military uniform in the Norwegian armed forces in 1988; this sparked the
accommodation of various symbols of minority religions, including the hijab, in military uniform
regulations. The second claim was a Muslim woman’s request to wear hijab with the police uniform
in 2008, which the centre-left government proposed to accommodate, but later dismissed after
heavy criticism.
In this article, I analyse these minority claims for accommodation as “focusing events” (Kingdon,
1995, p. 94), which directed public and media attention to the question of accommodation, put it on
the political agenda, and created calls for government action. The comparison explores how various
actors responded to the original claims and to each other, producing two different policy outcomes,
20 years apart. The analysis is based on case documents, public statements recorded by the media,
parliamentary transcripts, and qualitative interviews with key actors from the two processes.
The comparison of the military and the police case demonstrates that the Norwegian military in the
1980s and the Norwegian police in the 2000s both presented flexible micro-environments for the
accommodation of religious symbols in their uniform regulations. Actors in both of the cases could
draw on field-specific arguments both for and against accommodation, and could claim legitimacy for
conflicting problem definitions based on the requirements of the organisation in question. In other
words, “path dependence” alone does not explain the divergent policy outcomes. However, the 2008
claim for accommodation in the police met with broader and more intense contestation over both
problem definition and issue authority.
My analysis of the two cases highlights the engagement of key actors, as well as the institutional and
political changes that occurred since the 1980s, as relevant to the narrowing of the window of
opportunity for accommodation in 2008. I argue that the police hijab debate became a war over
authority over Islam and police regulations, helped along by the media coverage of the contestation,
while military authority was uncontested in 1988. In 2008, the Norwegian Progress Party played a
central part in contesting the problem definition of the actors within the police policy field, but so did
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a range of other actors, including the police union. Engagement from these actors and the media put
the issue high on the public agenda and exposed just how polarised opinions were at the time—even
within the centre-left coalition government—and successfully reframed it as a matter of national
political interest rather than a police matter. This politicisation did not occur in 1988, and the legal
framework that Norway had institutionalised in the decades between these two cases did not
alleviate its effects. My findings correspond with two parallel trends described in the literature on
integration of Islam: increased salience and polarisation over governance of Islam, and increased
room for political rather than legal solutions (Horsfjord, 2013). This could make accommodation of
minority claims less politically feasible today—and help explain the different policy results of these
two cases as well as the general diversity in policymaking on Islam within nation-states.

Article II: Populism and resistance in Norwegian parliamentary debates on Muslim veils
(submitted manuscript)
In this article, I focus on how policy is made or blocked as a result of contestation in the Norwegian
Parliament between mainstream parties and the Progress Party, singled out in the literature as
particularly active in politicising Islam (Lindberg, 2014). The assumption of my analysis is that in
multi-party systems, right-wing parties usually have to act together with parties in the political
mainstream, whether in the legislature or in government, if they wish to influence actual policy. This
means that the influence they have on actual policymaking on Islam is mediated by how parties in
the political mainstream respond to their politicisation of Islam and Muslims.
A growing literature explores how and why mainstream parties adopt different strategic responses to
radical- right or right-wing parties in the legislature or in public office, and how their responses affect
radical-right influence on policy (see for example Bale, 2008; Bale, Green-Pedersen, Krouwel, Luther,
& Sitter, 2009; Downs, 2001; Heinze, 2018; Meguid, 2005; Minkenberg, 2013). In the article, I
examine empirically how the Norwegian Progress Party’s influence on politicisation and legislation is
mediated by mainstream party responses to their agenda setting on Muslim veiling, a recurring and
controversial topic in governance of Islam across Europe. I do so by comparing all ten proposals to
regulate Muslim veiling put forward in the Norwegian Parliament, dating from 2003 to 2018.
Previous studies have mainly focused on the populist right’s influence on immigration and
integration policy. In this paper, I draw on models developed in these studies to explore how
interactions with the mainstream shape politicisation and outputs in policymaking on Islam in
Norway. My research departs from previous studies that mostly looked at changes in policy output.
By also examining voting patterns and arguments in 10 different debates on a common theme, most
of them with no policy output, I am able to identify responses to agenda-setting on Islam that allow
or resist policy change. A negative outcome—i.e. no change in policy—is an important outcome to
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include when studying populist policy influence. However, as I discuss in this article, policy change is
not the only output produced by these debates: the increased politicisation of Muslim veiling is an
outcome in itself that might shape future policymaking.
The eight first debates I study in the article represent the Progress Party’s agenda- setting on Muslim
veiling. I present how the mainstream parties have responded to this agenda-setting, and how this
has shaped populist influence on legislative change and the politicisation of Muslim veiling. I find
that, from 2009 on, MPs from the mainstream right, centre, and left debate the Progress Party’s
problem definitions and proposals, which substantially allows their issues onto the parliament’s
agenda. In this regard, the Progress Party’s agenda-setting is successful in politicising Muslim veiling,
as the mainstream parties are unable to defuse the issue and expose polarised positions. However,
the centre-left parties block policy change by consistently voting against the motions and challenging
the legitimacy of the policy interventions, although centre-right parties sometimes vote in favour of
the Progress Party.
The article then demonstrates that the two last motions on Muslim veiling in the Norwegian
Parliament reflect a shift in party strategies that enables policy change. The first motion that is met
with a majority vote is put forward after the Progress Party enters into a centre-right coalition
government. That this motion comes from the Labour Party, with support from the Green Party,
suggests that the populist influence on the centre-left, and on policy, is mediated through the centreright parties’ willingness to cooperate with the Progress Party in government. I argue that the centreright cooperation that invited the Progress Party into public office constituted a reordering of party
relations in the issue field of Muslim veiling that moved conflict lines to the left, and thereby moved
policies to the right.

Article III: Better together? Multicultural dilemmas and practices in funding of Muslim
civil society organisations
In this article, I explore how national political interests towards Muslims and other minority groups,
as expressed in public policy, can contain conflicting aims that must be resolved in local
implementation. The article begins by examining the idea of the "retreat from multiculturalism", as a
shift in European integration policy away from multiculturalism and towards a greater emphasis on
national identity and ‘civic integration’ of newcomers. It introduces a hypothesis from the debate on
multicultural retreat: that multiculturalism may persist out of dissonance between policy at the
national level and its local implementation, and that the concerns that discredited multicultural
philosophy may have created a demand for representatives of minorities through organisations that
authorities can cooperate with, especially Muslim organisations. The article then goes on to explore
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this hypothesis with data from Norway on the local implementation of a national grant scheme for
immigrant organisations.
Before proceeding to the empirical analysis, the article presents what links previous studies have
found and theorised between multiculturalism as a national policy and multicultural measures or
modes of governance on the ground. I then trace some historical developments in Norwegian
policies on civil society and minority organisations. By maintaining economic funding for immigrant
organisations, Norway still appears to recognise newcomers as ethnic groups and offer financial
support for group inclusion in a manner typical of multicultural accommodation (Takle, 2014). My
review of the grant scheme’s history shows that the political aims of the scheme in some ways,
shifted away from early hopes of a communitarian multiculturalism towards a greater emphasis on
individual integration and everyday encounters, while the scheme itself remains intact. The rhetorical
shift at the national level corresponded with the rhetorical retreat from multiculturalism as a
philosophy across Europe. Over the last decades, the Norwegian government has problematised the
“inward orientation” of immigrant organisations and expressed preference for an integrationist
approach to participation, which dissolves minority communities into a larger, diverse public sphere.
Yet, Norway continues to offer funding for immigrant organisations, which suggests that encouraging
and cooperating with immigrant organisations continues to be a mode of governance that is
compatible with new policy aims. Next, the article briefly presents the landscape of Muslim civil
society organisations in Norway, concluding that the majority of Norway’s Muslim civil society
organisations today are small, local or regional organisations of either religious, ethnic or cultural
character. The local level of governance is therefore highly relevant as a site of potential cooperation.
Having established the importance of the local level and the dilemmas inherent in the task delegated
by the state to 20 municipalities around Norway to administrate funds for immigrant organisations,
the article then seeks to account for local implementation strategies in the face of conflicting policy
aims. In doing so, the article draws on Thacher and Rein’s (2004) theorisation on how public servants
cope with value conflicts, to identify the strategies administrators use when they operationalise the
policy objectives of the grant scheme and distribute funds, and explain how this mediates the
national policy. Analysing a dataset of applications and grant distributions in each municipality, and
interviews with all 20 local administrators who implement the scheme today, the article shows how
administrators in larger, immigrant-dense cities express interest in Muslim organisations as valuable
partners to mitigate concerns over radicalisation and Islamophobia. This finding support the
hypothesis that the politicisation of Islam has indeed made organisations that can represent Muslims
into relevant actors for local authorities. However, the municipalities largely distribute the grant to
promote individual interactions across group identities in the spirit of ‘everyday multiculture’, rather
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than group integration or recognition of cultural minorities as a political project. Local level
administrators express concerns about the legitimacy and role of immigrant organisations in similar
ways that national policy documents problematise immigrant organisations. To manage these
concerns, municipalities apply explicit and technicised “rules” to prioritise projects that promote a
convivial multiculturalism of cross-ethnic individual mixing. The article thus demonstrates that as the
local implementation both mediates and reflects national concerns, celebration of everyday
multiculture in the city appears to be the new political project promoted by the funding scheme.
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9. Relationship between the articles
My three articles are different in-roads to the overall research question, how does contestation over
Islam shape policy responses in Norway? My analytical approach to the policy process stipulates
that contestation over policy problems, political interests, and policy solutions related to Islam can
occur simultaneously and independently, but making new policy is only possible by merging these
streams. In each article, I search for how contestation shapes this “merging” by comparing empirical
cases of debate and/or decision-making. While approaching the same topic, based on similar
assumptions about how policy is made, the articles complement each other by looking at different
levels of governance, and therefore different actors. As demonstrated by previous research, policy
responses to Islam and diversity concerns can look quite different at different levels of governance
within the same national context.
In article I, I compare two cases of contestation over executive power in policymaking on Islam –
contestation over what the government should do, and whether the government has the authority to
make the final decision. In article II, I study the contestation and debate over policymaking that takes
place between political parties in the Parliament. In article III, I turn to how the interests that the
Norwegian government expresses through national policy can be conflicting, and how some
dilemmas must be resolved in the implementation stage, at the level of local government. The
decision-makers at this level are administrators, yet I argue that their strategies for dealing with
conflicting policy aims serve to mediate national policy. Taken together, these three articles illustrate
that a range of actors are involved in shaping policy responses to contestation over Islam in Norway.
My research far from exhausts the list of relevant actors, but it does include the three most
significant arenas of governance in Norway: government, Parliament, and the municipalities.
All three articles also, in different ways, address change over time in variables that shape policy
responses to Islam. My article on the implementation of the Norwegian grant scheme for immigrant
organisations, which has been in place since the 1970s, illustrates how national integration policy
aims have changed over time, while the same policy instrument remains. My comparison of
accommodation debates in the military and the police serves as a snapshot into how the Norwegian
context for such debates changed over two decades, including the increased mediatisation of salient
political debates, and introduction of new legislation on minority rights. Finally, my article on
parliamentary debates over Muslim veiling analyses how mainstream parties have changed their
responses to politicisation of Islam over a period of 15 years, from 2004 to 2018. This period includes
two changes in government, which appear to be significant events that restructure party relations in
ways that can enable new policy outcomes. Taken together, the articles demonstrate how changes in
“independent variables” like integration ideology, party relations, legislation, and the role of the
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media can increase or defuse contestation over Islam in ways that shape decision-making. In the
following section, I draw on each in-road to the overall question to bring my research findings
together from across each articles’ contributions.
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10. Main findings
In this final section of the introduction, I present the main findings of my research and discuss how
they answer the overarching research question: How does contestation over Islam shapes policy
responses in Norway?
In order to investigate this overarching research question, I explored it empirically in a number of
cases of debate and decision-making. As outlined in Section 4, my guiding assumption is that
contestation over policy problems, political interests and policy solutions related to Islam can occur
simultaneously and independently, but making new policy is only possible by merging these streams.
In the following, I describe the three patterns of responses that I observed in my case studies:
-

Resistance towards politicisation of Islam: drawing the line regarding what constitutes a
public problem or what kinds of policy interventions are legitimate

-

Adoption of similar problem presentations, creating room for “acting in common”

-

Delegating the task of mediating conflicting interests to the implementation of public policy

I also discuss how changes over time in integration ideology, party relations, legislation, and the role
of the media shape these responses to contestation of Islam.

10.1 Resistance
In the research presented in this thesis, I identify responses to agenda-setting on Islam that produce
resistance to policy change. This resistance occurs when actors with authority, derived either from
representing a democratic majority or from their formal position, draw the line on what constitutes a
public problem or what kinds of policy interventions are legitimate, in a way that blocks policy action.
My analysis of parliamentary debates show that mainstream political parties can use a number of
argumentative strategies to counter the Progress Party’s attempts at introducing restrictive policy on
Islam in the case of Muslim veiling: challenging their political aims and their problem presentations,
as well as the legitimacy of their proposed policy interventions. However, I also find that the Progress
Party and other policy entrepreneurs applied the same kinds of counter strategies to block the
centre-left government’s attempt at accommodating hijab in police uniform regulations in 2008 and
2009. This toolbox for resistance appears to be available to all political sides, and can be used against
restrictive as well as accommodating policies.
These counter-strategies appear effective because policy responses are only partially bound by
institutionalised policy “paths”, such as anti-discrimination legislation. Each of the mainstream
parties in the Norwegian Parliament draw on the Norwegian Constitution, anti-discrimination laws or
the European Human Rights Charter at some point to block the Progress Party’s restrictive policy
proposals on veiling, while the Progress Party attempts to circumvent them. With reference to these
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legal frameworks, actors like Members of Parliament and the Gender and Equality Ombudsman try to
contest the legitimacy of making Muslim veiling an object of political action by asking whether
politicians are free to take action, rather than how they should act. However, these institutionalised
bulwarks are not “populist proof”, in the sense that they can prevent democratic debate and
symbolic decision-making. If politicians argue that the issue concerns individual religious rights
protected by law, policy entrepreneurs can still construct a room for political action. This occurred
when the Labour Party’s Minister of Justice overruled the Gender and Equality Ombudsman over
police hijabs and when Parliament passed restrictions on face veils in educational institutions in
2018—which brings us to the next type of response, creating room for political decision-making.

10.2 Room for “acting in common”
Even in a polarised field of politics, political actors can seize on opportune moments, such as events
or new problem presentations, to create room for “acting in common”. I have borrowed this term
from Akkerman and Hagelund’s (2007) study, which identified concerns over gender and family
relations as a topic that created room for anti-immigration parties to act together with parties on the
left in the 1990s and 2000s. My research on the debates and policymaking on Muslim veiling
suggests that, since 2008, similar room for the left and the right to act in common has opened up at
least twice in Norwegian policymaking. The first arose from a new problem formulation taking hold,
while the second appears to have arisen from shifts in party political relations.
The 2008–2009 debate over the accommodation of hijab in police uniforms introduced the problem
definition that religious symbols threaten the integrity of state institutions in the eyes of the public.
This problem definition was promoted to the political agenda by the Progress Party, as well as by
other actors with their own political aims to pursue, such as the Police Union. This event appears to
mark a shift in the “problem stream”, from an individualistic perspective on how veiling can be
problematic to what we might call a national community perspective. When the military similarly
discussed the accommodation of religious symbols in the late 1980s, it did so by weighing individual
rights against military interests. When Parliament first discussed Muslim veiling in 2005, the
mainstream parties also held on to an individualistic analysis of the potential harm that the
accommodation of veiling could do: what it could mean for some Muslim women and girls. The
Progress Party’s problem presentation of veiling as a sign that Islam threatened to corrupt
Norwegian culture and society per se did not gain any recognition in the political mainstream in
2005. Instead, the mainstream parties distanced themselves from the Progress Party’s position, as
they were known to do in integration debates during the 1990s and early 2000s (Hagelund, 2002).
However, the 2008 and 2009 debates over the accommodation of hijab in the police uniform
regulations appear to be a turning point in the problem stream.
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While the Progress Party was very active in setting the agenda for this debate, they were not the only
ones contributing to the “focusing event” sparked by a young woman’s question to the Police
University College if she could be allowed to wear hijab with the uniform. The question of
accommodating hijab with the police uniform in the late 2000s sparked a debate about national
interests, in which a number of actors engaged. The political parties later carried the problem
presentation of Muslim veiling as a threat towards the integrity of state institutions over into debates
about the courts and the military. However, this shift in the problem stream did not produce a policy
change, most likely because the political will to make a controversial decision was not present in the
governing centre-left coalition.
The reconfiguration of party relations in Norwegian politics after the 2013 election, when the
Progress Party entered the Executive Office along with the Conservative Party, appears to have
opened a second policy window, this time for symbolic and restrictive action on the Muslim face veil.
Parties on the left and right had already converged around a problem definition of full-face veils as
oppressive towards women, but the centre-left parties did not support populist attempts to
introduce general bans while they were in government. This second window or room for “acting in
common” did produce policy change, as it was seized by the Labour Party and the Green Party in
2016 in a strategic move to co-opt the issue from the new government. Formally speaking, the ban
on face veils in schools that they proposed and that Parliament passed in 2018 was legitimised as a
necessary measure in terms of securing educational outcomes. Rhetorically, however, it was
accompanied by calls from the Labour Party as well as the Progress Party for cultural adaptation
among Norwegian Muslims to “Norwegian” culture, values and gender roles. It is too early to say
whether this new rhetorical similarity between the Progress Party and the Labour Party signals a shift
in mainstream Norwegian politics. If so, it does not appear to be “a modest return of assimilation”,
but the old-school holistic approach that conceptualises assimilation towards “a taken-for-granted
reference population—the ‘core culture’ or ‘national society’ as a whole” (Brubaker, 2010, p. 15).

10.3 Delegating unresolved concerns
Considering what it takes to formulate policy under conditions of contestation, it should not be
surprising that some conflicting interests are left unresolved in national policy formulation. I argue
that this is the case with the Norwegian state’s funding of immigrant organisations, where the aim of
increasing cross-ethnic integration constructs immigrant groups as both the problem and the tools
(as organisations) with which to solve it. A key characteristic of the Norwegian political system is that
the state delegates considerable power and responsibility to regional and, especially, local levels of
government. As implementation often takes place at the local level, this challenges the idea of the
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local level as a site of “anarchical multiculturalism”, free from top-down politics (Favell, 2015, p. 116),
if unresolved political controversies may be delegated there through national policy.
I argue that this delegation of unresolved conflict introduces some concerns among Norwegian
municipalities that distribute public funding to immigrant organisations. In interviews, the
municipalities often express concerns and reservations about the organisations and activities they
can choose to fund—although some also expressed an explicit interest in Muslim organisations as
strategic partners in civil society. The dilemmas over multiculturalism that have plagued Norwegian
integration politics since the 1990s (Hagelund, 2002) still remain. The local administrators manage
these concerns by doubling down on criteria they believe promote a convivial multiculturalism of
cross-ethnic individual mixing. I see this as a strategy aimed at securing the legitimacy of the policy
intervention under conditions of ambiguity and uncertainty. Therefore, I argue that the political
practice of delegating such concerns to the local level affects the form of multiculturalism that we
can observe in the municipalities’ strategies; this, in turn, privileges individual interactions across
religious and ethnic identities over civil society participation based on group identities. However, the
delegation of authority still allows for a great diversity in local interpretations. Across the cases
compared in this research, from accommodation claims in state organisations to parliamentary
discussions on legislation and local distribution of funding for immigrant organisations, the diversity
in policy outputs is striking. This finding supports Leirvik’s (2005) early observation that Norwegian
policy reflects a number of ideological approaches to religious difference—including communitarian,
politics of recognition and multiculturalism—more than it supports Sunier’s (2014) claim that Europe
now applies a uniform emphasis on national culture in its approach to Muslims as religious and
ethnic minorities. To this I would add, that the diversity also seems to reflect a number of strategic
interests, whether in competition for votes or in pursuit of partners in civil society.
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11. Suggestions for Future Research
This thesis presents my exploration of a small piece of the landscape of policymaking on Islam in
Norway, in dialogue with a broader literature that examines similar questions across Europe. While
early comparative studies of policymaking on Islam in Europe have been criticised for overstating
continuity in national structures such as church–state relationships and integration policy, more
recent studies have perhaps focused too much on transnational convergence. Using case studies as
my approach to the relationship between conflict and policy decisions at the sub-national level has
been illuminating, and I believe it has demonstrated the benefits of thinking about contestation
through the multiple streams approach to capture the interplay between agency and structure,
continuity and change. I would like to contribute towards an expansion of this approach. Therefore, I
recommend future studies to dig deeper into possible mechanisms that situate policymaking as
strategic actions taken in relation to (possibly converging) political concerns and previous policy
responses (path dependence).
Future studies should look deeper into how claims about Islam that reach the political agenda and
speak to shared political convictions regarding secular principles and integration policy can create
room for “acting in common”. The question to answer is under what conditions these rooms are
possible. My research suggests that although parties from the left to the right, and actors from the
national to the local level may indeed share concerns about integration of Islam, conflict over the
legitimacy of policy interventions can still block policy. This leads us to a second question for future
research, which is what role legal frameworks play in structuring policy responses today – especially
at the national level. I have suggested that legal frameworks that protect religious freedom are not
“populist proof” in the sense that they can prevent democratic debate and symbolic decision-making,
but they are resources that actors can draw on to resist new policy on Islam by questioning whether
politicians are legally able to take action on a politicised issue. However, politicians do not appear to
feel as bound by the European Human Rights Charter as they did some years ago, which may
accommodate an increase in political nativism, a possibility that future studies should look out for.
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Introduction
This paper presents two specific cases of accommodation of religious diơerences in
Norway: how the Norwegian armed forces came to accommodate various symbols of minority religions, including the hijab, in their uniform regulations over the last three decades,
while a controversial 2008 proposal similarly to accommodate the hijab within the Norwegian police uniform was dismissed. It is well established in the literature on the governance of Islam in Europe that there is a certain path dependency in how each state
accommodates Muslim claims for recognition. Briefly put, this path dependency is shaped
by historic church-state relationships, national models of secularism, and traditions of
immigrant integration policy (see, for example Fetzer and Soper 2005; Koenig 2005;
Koopmans et al. 2005; Carol and Koopmans 2013). However, the analytical and
explanatory power of national models is also contested (Bader 2007; Bowen 2007). Such
macro-level characteristics create environments that are conducive to certain policies, but
they do not directly cause policymakers to act and therefore do not explain how and
when certain conditions are translated into particular policies. National model explanations, while important, cannot alone explain the paradoxes of national heterogeneity, as
has been demonstrated by more recent empirical case studies (Maussen 2012; Astor 2014).
In this paper, I focus the analysis on the very process of policy making to explain heterogeneity in accommodation outcomes.
Accommodation is, in essence, a way for the dominant group to oơ er another group
recognition as members of society, with certain rights or interests that the majority should
protect. Political philosopher Nancy Fraser (2003) argues that accommodation is
sometimes necessary for equality because our societies are organised based on the cultural
patterns and institutionalised value hierarchies of the majority. However, accommodation
of minority religions may also be a strategic move for organisations such as the military
that recruit from a diverse population (Michalowski 2015). In a comparative study of two
empirical cases, this paper explores step-by-step how diơ erent accommodation outcomes can be made within the same national setting, in similar organisations. It argues
that the timing and the strategic engagement of key actors in the policy-making process
may be key to understanding policy diơ erences. With these findings, this paper adds to
the body of research that seeks to explain change and diversity despite national patterns
of path dependency in governance of Islam.
In the following, I briefly introduce the two cases, and why comparing them as cases of
policy making might bring new insight. Next, I present the theoretical framework for the
analysis of policy making and policy outcomes. I then describe the study design and data
material and present and discuss main analytical findings.

Similar claims, diﬀerent outcomes
In 1988, in a boot camp for the Norwegian Armed Forces, a Sikh recruit set governance
wheels in motion when he asked to wear his turban along with the military uniform. In
2008, a similar event occurred when a Muslim woman asked the Norwegian Police University College if she could join the police training, and later the police force, and wear her hijab.
The two claims have a lot in common, and so do the organisations they were directed at. The
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Norwegian military and police both have explicit uniform regulations that govern religious
expression. The two organisations are also very closely associated with the nation state as the
state’s foremost tools for legitimate exercise of violence, though only a small portion of the
military has routine contact with the native civilian population. The claims for accommodation that spurred each process were both requests for the right to wear religious headwear
with the uniform, and immigrated minorities were underrepresented in both organisations
at the time when the claims were made. Both cases were contentious enough that the responsible minister at the time made the final decision on the matter. However, the outcomes were
diơ erent: Minister of Defence Johan Jørgen Holst chose to accommodate religious symbols
with the military uniforms, while Minister of Justice Knut Storberget eventually chose to
uphold the ban on religious symbols with police uniforms.
I am interested in these two events as cases of how diơ erences in policy outcomes come
about in accommodation of religious minorities. The claim for accommodation of the hijab
in the police sparked a major national debate in Norway, reaching all the way to the
Parliament. Several studies have therefore focused on this event as a site of discursive
contestation. Lindberg (2015), studying how Parliament debated accommodation of the
hijab in the police, argues that the practice of Muslim veiling in the police became impermissible because it threatened, in a European narrative of secular progress, ‘the very identity of the modern state in terms of public trust’. However, the arguments used in
Parliamentary debate may just be a justification for one’s position. In fact, the outcome of
both these cases, as with many other questions of accommodation, was not decided by
the Parliament, but by a minister. Siim (2013), having studied the justifications used in
the debate after the police proposed to accommodate the hijab, makes no causal claims.
However, she argues that the non-accommodation outcome of the police case rep- resents
a shift in the accommodation pattern that Norwegian authorities had established in the
2000s. How we should understand the shift that Siim identified, or why Norway pursued
a more heterogeneous accommodation policy, is the puzzle I wish to explain. I have
therefore identified the most comparable case, which is the military accommodation of
religious symbols. The permissibility of the hijab in the armed forces makes clear that the
ways in which accommodation policies are actually constructed cannot be fully explained
by a narrative analysis of European secularism, as Lindberg suggests, or even by
identifying a ‘Norwegian governance model’.
Some reservations are in order before we continue with the task of comparing these two
cases. Two perfectly comparable cases of claims making will never exist, and these two also
have their diơ erences. The military accommodated religious symbols with their uniforms
20 years before a similar accommodation in the police uniform regulations came up for
debate. The police case occurred in the late 2000s. The political discourse on religion had
changed, particularly due to the politicisation of Islam, and religion had become the
predominant marker of diơ erence between newly immigrated minorities in Europe and
‘secularized, homogeneous’ majority populations (Moors, 2011, p. 145). Norway had
introduced legal protection against the discrimination of ethnic and religious min- orities,
and the Equality and Anti-Discrimination Ombudsman had issued a series of rulings
where it found the regulation of the hijab in the workplace to violate gender equal- ity and
non-discrimination laws in an intersectional perspective (NOU 2012, 15; Siim and Skjeie
2008). Restrictions on the wearing of the hijab had been tried before the European Court
of Human Rights (ECHR), and the rulings of the ECHR had emphasised that gov- ernance
of religion is largely a national political prerogative in Europe (Edmunds 2012). This all
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makes accommodation of the hijab in 2008 a slightly diơ erent issue from accommodating the turban in 1988. There are also notable diơ erences between the two organisations. The police and the Armed Forces have diơ erent methods of recruitment, since
the Norwegian Armed Forces rely on universal conscription, at least in theory. In 1988,
the conscription only applied to men. This diơ erence may have been significant as the
claims makers in both cases were a recruit (in the military case) and a potential recruit (in
the police case). The Lutheran Church, which has been historically dominant in Norway,
also has an organised presence in the military that is not found in the police. The military,
therefore, has a long tradition of accommodating Christian religious practice such as prayer
and chaplaincy (Furseth 2003). Still, a comparison of these similar claims might allow us
to see whether and how these factors influenced the policy-making process and outcomes.
Minority claims and political engagement
The legal framework oơ ered by human rights conventions enables minority citizens across
Europe to make claims and assert their rights as members of the national collective. In
example, Muslim women who wear hijab have often demanded recognition as citizens
with equal rights, including the right to practice their religion by wearing hijab (Bowen
2010; Døving 2010, 17). Marcel Maussen argues that if the arrival of new minority groups
exposes existing arrangements as biased and unfair, that will be an incentive for liberal
states to change them, but that actual change depends on actors who ‘will do some- thing’
(Maussen 2015, 82–83, emphasis in the original). Thus, if we want to understand why the
uniform regulations in our two cases did or did not change, we need to consider how and
why influential actors choose to engage in (or abstain from) policymaking in response to
the two claims.
For claims from below to produce change in accommodation policy, they must resonate
with broader tensions or motivations at the political level. In his multiple streams theory of
how policy is made, Kingdon (1995) calls these occurrences ‘windows of opportunity’ in
policy making. Kingdon introduced his multiple streams theory to counter the idea that
policy is made in stages – i.e. that first a problem is defined, then policy solutions are proposed, and finally decisions are made. Instead, he suggested that all these three processes
could occur simultaneously in separate streams, but only result in policy change if they
come together at opportune (and often brief) moments, which he termed windows of
opportunity. In the following sections, I discuss how multiple streams theory predicts that
engagement from political actors can produce or block policy change, in response to
minority claims.
Creating windows of opportunity
Governments have a particular responsibility to protect religious rights, but this may not
be the dominant interest of all public organisations, nor of those who make policy.
According to multiple streams theory, appealing to politicians’ interests and preoccupations is key for advocates of policy proposals. Minority claims for accommodation can
spark ‘focusing events’, which direct public and media attention to an issue, put accommodation on the political agenda, and create calls for government action (Kingdon 1995,
94). If focusing events can bring together problem definitions, policy solutions and the
political will (and ability) to make a decision, this can form what Kingdon calls a window
of opportunity in policy-making. Kingdon argues that claims must resonate with policy
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communities ‘with their own theories, ideas, preoccupations, and fads’ if they wish to
achieve success (1995, 127). Therefore, aclaim is more likely to receive pol- itical support
if it identifies injustice or harm as measured against popular conceptions of the ideal state
of aơ airs in its field.
Supporters or opponents of a claim can influence how it ‘measures up’ by redefining
what the ‘problem’ is and thus shifting it to a diơ erent policy category. For example, a
claim for accommodation of a turban-wearing military recruit can be re-categorised from
a question of recruitment, which is a military issue, to a question of Norway’s protec- tion
of human rights. Kingdon argues that contention over how to classify a policy problem
within a policy category shapes how new proposals are received and whether a window of
opportunity for new policy opens up. Claims for accommodation of religious minorities in
public organisations are multidimensional issues that lend themselves to contention over
how to classify them as policy problems. If the original categorisation resonates with fieldspecific ideas or interests, then we might expect willingness to accommodate, and vice
versa. We should also expect that actors who oppose the claim would try to re-categor- ise it
because doing so could block a window of opportunity for accommodation.
Kingdon’s theory thus emphasises how political actors engage in the discursive framing
of an issue, especially problem definitions and policy solutions, to advocate for their proposals. He sees focusing events as opportunities for actors with competing ideas or interests to suggest alternative solutions or to try to appropriate an issue and attract political
will. However, another way that actors can influence how a claim is received is to shift
the institutional venue for policymaking, or ‘where authoritative decisions are made concerning a given issue’ (Baumgartner and Jones 1993). For example, they may try to bring a
local issue to the national political agenda, or transport a bureaucratic process to the legislative arena. When actors do this strategically, it is known as venue shopping. Creating
new venues can also shape the window of opportunity for accommodation, for example
institutionalising an ombudsman for minority rights. Paying attention to how actors move
claims between venue(s) for policymaking brings in another dimension beyond pol- itical
will: political authority. Policy change depends on actors who will and can ‘do some- thing’,
and therefore windows of opportunity also depend on actors’ interests, preoccupations and
authority at the venue where the issue is decided.
Venue shopping can limit or increase the conflict level over accommodation claims.
Previous studies suggest that policy change is more likely if the claim is raised and deliberated on by a few elites or experts, according to the interests of the few actors involved,
and if the process is less susceptible to influence from public contestation (Culpepper
2011). According to the ‘gilded doors’ hypothesis proposed by Guiraudon (1997), when
policy deliberations on immigrants rights’ take place in the public view rather than behind
closed doors, the debate is more politicised and the policy outputs are less likely to be
progressive. This has led scholars to suggest that, while democratic theory begs maximum
involvement, ‘in practice, sometimes less is better’ for securing minority rights (Schmidt
and Radaelli 2004, 204). Populist politics and conflict-oriented media cov- erage of
integration issues are known to put pressure on mainstream parties to create more
restrictive and assimilationist integration policies (Bale 2008). Previous studies have also
shown that extreme-right parties can mobilise on such issues when established parties do
not occupy the anti-immigrant positions within the public discourse (Koopmans et al.
2005, 22). Moving an accommodation claim to the national political agenda can therefore
reduce the window of opportunity for accommodation, if the broader involvement
increases the salience of the issue and mobilises opposition in a way that puts pressure on
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key political parties or actors.
Discursive framing and policymaking venues are important elements that enable
windows of opportunity, but timing is the make-it-or-break-it ingredient in Kingdon’s
theory on policy windows. With a multiple streams perspective on policymaking, timing
appears to rival the importance of ideology, as it is not the idea of a proposal itself or
its genealogy that matters, but how it is presented in the brief moment when there might be
a window for policy change (Béland 2016). Theoretically, this is a useful counter- weight to
the discourse-heavy literature on accommodation of minority claims. By empha- sising the
temporal relevance of ideas and connecting it with political agency and authority, this
theoretical framework oơ ers promising solutions to the criticism Bowen (2007) has made
concerning national models. Bowen argues that national models cannot explain how
issues are resolved, but that ideas and arguments about the national model should enter
into our explanatory frameworks as a cultural resource that actors are able to draw on at
times of contestation (2007, 1004). This framework is a roadmap to these times of
contestation. It helps us to observe how actors can make strategic use of the discursive
and institutional landscape through categorisation and venue shopping, as they engage
in (or withdraw from) the policymaking process in pursuit of diơ erent interests and in
competition for authority.

Study design and data
The findings in this study result from a comparative study of two cases of policy making
spurred by minority claims for accommodation in the Norwegian armed forces and the
police. The meso-level of policy making is a good analytical site for explaining outcomes
in individual cases of practical policy making via the identification of ‘causal pathways’
(Gerring 2007, 44), thus allowing us to see how and when national patterns reproduce
themselves, change, or produce idiosyncratic outcomes. The similarities between the two
organisations, as introduced earlier, make them optimal candidates for comparison since
the starting point for making accommodation policy was relatively similar, and comparison of the two processes directs attention to how the remaining diơ erences become
relevant.
In the following analysis, I make use of case documents, public statements recorded by
the media, Parliament transcripts, and qualitative interviews with key informants that took
part in the two policy processes at the time. Because the cases I study date back in time, I
have relied on case documents, the news archive Retriever, and parliamentary transcripts
to reconstruct a timeline for both cases. The timelines map out how and when key actors
got involved, and when key actors made which procedural or substantial decisions. I do
not present the timelines here in full detail, but they have been a valuable guide to the temporal dimension of the analysis.
The semi-structured interviews with key actors and the case documents (letters, press
statements, regulations, etc.) describe and document the communication between key
public actors, the arguments that were put forward, and the decisions that were made. I
interviewed persons who at the time had relevant positions in the Armed Forces, including
the military chaplaincy, the Police Directorate, Oslo police district, the Norwegian Police
University College, the police union, and the Ministry of Justice. Sindre Bangstad also
raised questions about the police case for me in two interviews with Muslim organisations.
We asked who had been involved in the process and how, how the issue had been
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addressed in each organisation, and what had shaped the outcomes. In the analysis and
my presentation of it here, I choose to reference arguments as documented by the news
archives of major newspapers or in letters and press statements where these are available
rather than relying on the memory of my informants. Still, their recollections of how
actors related to each other, conducted their business internally, and pursued diơ erent
strategies, have been valuable for the analysis.

Findings
Engagement and contestation in the military case
In late summer 1988, the Norwegian news agency NTB reported that a Sikh citizen named
Harvinder Singh had been drafted by the army and had reported to Gardermoen boot camp
(NTB 1988). There he was told that he was not allowed to wear his turban with the military
uniform. The explanation oơ ered to the media by Major Odd Lågstad at the Defence
Command Norway was, ‘[the military] cannot open up for dispensation in the uniform
regulations that violate the principle of sameness’. Singh refused to serve without his
turban. Following the advice of the military chaplain on site, he applied for and was
granted exemption from military service on religious grounds, an exemption available for
religiously motivated pacifists – which Singh was not. To the media he stated, ‘I am not
a pacifist, but I must have my turban on my head’ (NTB 1988).
As a venue for decision-making on accommodation, the boot camp contained two military structures that oơ ered authority to regulate religious practices and beliefs, and organise some out, according to military interests. When Singh refused to take oơ his turban, he
first met the uniform regulations that sought to make individual diơ erence invisible.
Enforcing this framework, Major Lågstad defined the problem with turbans as a lack of
sameness. Next, the military chaplain got involved to protect individual freedom of belief,
albeit from a Christian mould. The exemption from service that the military cha- plain
advised Singh to seek would actually organise him out of the military as though his beliefs
were ‘incompatible’ with military service. Both structures thus oơ ered a frame- work for
solving the problem, albeit diơ erently defined, by dismissing the recruit. Singh positioned
himself within an alternative framework oơ ered by Sikh religious and military tradition
when he argued for a diơ erent definition of the problem. He claimed his religious freedom
was not restricted by the mandatory military service, which he had no problem with, but
by the uniform regulations that banned him from serving with his turban, which was as
essential to him as belief to a pacifist.
The media attention that Singh’s story received put a spotlight on the issue of accommodation of new religious minorities in military regulations, and as such created a smallscale focusing event that required an oƥcial response from the military. Soon after, Aftenposten newspaper ran another story centred on Corporal Shahzad Rana, born in Pakistan
and a practising Muslim, who was the first immigrant elected to the military union’s
national committee. The story referenced the turban conflict and mentioned that the Armed
Forces currently had ‘less than a dozen soldiers of foreign background’, but that this
number would increase to ‘about a thousand’ by the turn of the century (Hegna 1988).
Aftenposten here identifianedother dimension to the issue: that it signalled an
end to military homogeneity, as the number of recruits with an immigrant background and
diơ erent religions was about to increase.
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This demographic change already concerned the governing authorities. At the time,
Major Lunde was head of a committee appointed by the Ministry of Defence to look into
the position of minorities serving in the military. To the media, Major Lunde promised
that his committee would not recommend this accommodation (Storvik 1988). However,
his authority over the issue was overruled when the Ministry of Defence, having learned of
Singh’s case, ordered a policy change. In a letter to the Defence Command Norway, the
Ministry of Defence reproached the major for taking the committee’s con- clusions to the
media before presenting them to the ministry and made it clear that the ministry did not
share his views on religious exemptions (Storvik 1988). They also stated that such cases
should not qualify for exemption from duty on religious grounds. Furthermore, the
ministry granted soldiers the right to wear turbans with the military uniform with
immediate eơ ect, and ordered the Defence Command Norway to change the uniform
regulations in order to accommodate this. Singh was re-drafted and served with his turban
in 1989.
In an interview for this study, an informant from the chaplaincy of the Armed Forces,
the expert body that was involved in drafting and administrating religious accommodation
from the beginning, revealed that two rival frameworks existed within the organisation.
On one hand, the ‘traditionalist’ frame saw accommodation as a challenge to uniformity.
On the other, the legislated and politically approved principle of religious freedom and
equal treatment allowed for, and perhaps called for, ‘reasonable accommodation’ of minority faith communities. The latter was the one favoured by the Minister of Defence in
1992, Johan Jørgen Holst of the Labour Party. The informant gave the following account
of how the policy of conscription and the very characteristics of military service, with its
risks and costs to individual freedom, leaves the armed forces with a special responsibility
to accommodate for the religious needs of their men and women in uniform:
Our politicians still maintain conscription. And when you are exposed to a duty, which in
many ways is restrictive […] then the Armed Forces deprive you of the opportunity to practise your religion as you wish. Therefore, and because the Armed Forces are training for war,
this training must also protect human rights, and you must have the right to exercise your
faith or life stance within the limits that the Armed Forces define for you. And so, when the
Armed Forces call on a duty, then the Armed Forces should also provide opportunities to
exercise your rights. And it is into these large systems of rights and duties and limitations
that [religious] head coverings enter [my translation].

Norway has indeed maintained compulsory military service and continued to link it
discursively to the nation-building project of upholding core values such as democracy,
equality and justice (Græger 2009). Although the informant quoted above focuses on how
conscription creates a responsibility to provide for religious needs, it would also be fair to
argue that accommodating diversity promotes military interests since it enables the
military to maintain its preferred form of recruitment, in spite of demographic changes.
We do not know the late Minister Holst’s reasons for making his decision. However, it
appears that he made it in precisely the type of window of opportunity that Kingdon
describes: not in a linear process of problem formulation, deliberation and decisionmaking, but in a well-timed meeting between a claim for accommodation and the political
will to find new policy solutions. With the focusing event of Singh’s boot camp
experience, a window of opportunity opened up and Minister Holst seized on it, jumping
the gun on Major Lunde’s committee before they were finished building their case against
accommodation.
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The decision sparked some protests and supportive statements from the public, but all
parties expressed their opinions on Singh’s turban as a military issue, and no one attempted
to shift the issue onto another policy field. This meant that the Minister of Defence had
the highest authority in the substantial debate, and explains how it was quickly over once
he had spoken. By admission of the parties involved, the rest was bureaucracy, not policy
making. The ministry issued the resulting directive on ‘new pro- visions for ethnic
minorities’ in 1992. This document grants Sikhs ‘permission to wear turbans’, and
continues to state that ‘equivalent rights’ are granted for Catholics, the Greek Orthodox,
the Russian Orthodox, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus and Sikhs (Royal Ministry of Defence
1992). As more women were recruited, the accommodation also came to include Muslim
women wearing the hijab. Informants in the Armed Forces pro- vided pictures that showed
how, by the mid-2000s, several women had in fact worn the hijab during their military
service. The armed forces formally incorporated the accommo- dations into shared
uniform regulations for the Armed Forces in 2013 (Finseth 2013).
Engagement and contestation in the police case
In late September 2008, a regional newspaper in Norway, Stavanger Aftenblad, published
the story that Keltoum H. Missoum, a young Algerian immigrant, had written to the Police
University College and asked whether she may be admitted to the college and be able to
work as policewoman wearing the hijab (Bjørnå 2008). The University College told the
journalist that they had received similar questions before, and given a negative answer
due to restrictions in the police uniform regulations. This time, however, they had forwarded Missoum’s letter to the Police Directorate for consideration. The Police Directorate’s press spokeswoman refused to comment but confirmed that they would give
Missoum a response and that they were looking into ‘practices in other countries’ (Bjørnå
2008).
With the Police University College requesting an oƥcial response from the Police
Directorate, which was picked up by the media, Missoum’s question became a focusing
event. Stavanger Aftenblad appears to have recognised that accommodation of hijab
would be contested, judging by their coverage of the issue in the first two days. On the
first day, they ran the interview with Missoum, the preliminary response from the Police
Directorate and the Police University College, and a notice on how hijab was
accommodated by Swedish, Irish, and British police. They also opened the debate for
readers on their online platform. On the second day, the newspaper ran a story on how the
hijab was already accommodated in the Norwegian Armed Forces, customs services and
health services. The editor ran an op-ed that was positive to the police hijab, but also
chose to reprint three selected reader responses from the online debate and the results of
an online reader poll. Of the 4754 respondents, 84 per cent had answered ‘No’ to ‘Should
female police oƥcers be allowed to wear the hijab?’, presumably on the day the story broke
(Stavanger Aftenblad 2008). The newspaper worked the case as a mul- tidimensional issue
with political relevance and great public interest, and other media outlets followed suit,
which created space for a great number of actors to dispute or support Missoum’s request,
oơ er alternative problem definitions (often focused on the hijab as problematic), and
position themselves as someone who could speak with auth- ority. The following account
of how diơ erent actors got involved in the debate, though
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it cannot be exhaustive, reflects how key actors used this space to try to re-categorise Missoum’s claim or shift the venue of policymaking.
The Police Directorate refused to give Missoum or the media an immediate response
and opted to deliberate confidentially. In interviews for this study, they shared that they
wanted to keep the policymaking process in-house, but they discussed the case and their
policy recommendations with the ministry. Their dis-engagement in the public debate left
the floor open for other actors to oơ er their problem definitions and policy sol- utions to
the media for four months, and to question whether this was simply a police issue. The
directorate and the ministry may have attempted to assert bureaucratic owner- ship of the
issue by withholding substantial comments, but the media filled their silence with a broad
coverage that linked Missoum’s question to other policy fields beyond police authority:
work-place integration, women’s rights, Norwegian secularism, and social integration of
Muslims and Islam (see Døving 2010, 16–17).
A number of actors engaged in public contestation over the categorisation of Missoum’s
claim from the beginning. At the time, regulation of the police was a decidedly highconflict field. In late 2007/early 2008, the largest police union, Politiets Fellesforbund,
had started a confrontational public campaign to increase police wages. The union
national assembly had declared its willingness to ‘temporarily lose the public’s trust in
the police’ to achieve their goals (Jonassen 2007). During 2008 and 2009 the union
used increasingly controversial methods, and union leader Arne Johannessen figured regularly in the media as an outspoken critic of the government. While the Police Directorate
chose to withdraw from public debate over the proposed police hijab, the police union
chose to engage in it. According to informants from both parties, the Police Directorate
informed the union behind closed doors that they were thinking about changing the
uniform regulations to accommodate the hijab. The union leaders spoke with local
branches, then met with a group of female oƥcers and police students of immigrant background, and concluded that union member opposition to accommodating the hijab was
strong and widespread. As an informant from the Police Union explained in an interview,
the board of the union adopted the position that the hijab should not be accommodated,
because the uniform regulations should preserve the ‘neutrality’ of the uniform, and the
union decided to take a ‘very visible stand’. Leader Johannessen actively voiced the
union’s position to the media, to the directorate, and politically, stating that ‘hijab and
the police does not belong together’ because it would violate ‘the idea of a value neutral
police’ (Strand 2008). This politicised the issue further, as the union’s rival problem
definition (that accommodating the hijab would undermine the public’s trust in the
impartiality of the police) lined up nicely with the union’csampaign message: that the
police authorities did not properly understand or appreciate what it takes to ensure a
well-functioning police force.
Members of the right-wing Progress Party, at the time in opposition to the government,
were among the first, and consistently the most active and critical politicians opposing the
idea of accommodating the hijab in police uniform regulations. One month after the story
broke, Progress Party MP Jan Arild Ellingsen called on the Minister of Justice to answer
before Parliament what the government’s position on accommodation of hijab in the police
was, but the minister refused on the grounds that the directorate was still deliber- ating on
the case. Muslim voices also joined in. The Islamic Council of Norway wrote a letter
directly to Minister of Justice Knut Storberget just days after newspapers published
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Missoum’s story, advising him to accommodate the hijab in the uniform regulation. The
council argued that this would ‘send a powerful signal of inclusion’ and allow the police
force to reflect the diversity of society, and ‘show that one takes religious freedom, and
the individual’s own choice, seriously’ by not excluding Muslim women from the profession (Islamsk Råd Norge 2008). The police hijab debate was the first large-scale public
debate about the hijab in Norway with a significant participation from Muslim women,
who took up positions both for and against accommodation, but it was also more
characterised by alarmist warnings against ‘Islamization’ than previous debates (Døving
2010). Organised Muslim actors were less visible in the public debate than the individual
representatives. This may have been because spokespersons in Muslim organ- isations
were uneasy about whether their engagement could backfire and feed into nega- tive
stereotypes, as they have suggested in interviews with us, though their relative
disengagement could also reflect gendered priorities.
A window of opportunity?
An actual attempt at policymaking came months after the initial request for clarification
from the Police University College. In January and February 2009, Stavanger Aftenblad
put pressure on the ministry to comply with the Freedom of Information Act and grant
them access to the directorate’s recommendation, which they were withholding from the
public. The newspaper’s persistence appears to be the reason why the ministry, on 4
February 2009, finally shared the directorate’s recommendation to accommodate religious
headwear with police uniforms with Stavanger Aftenblad (NTB 2009). The press could
now report police Director Ingelin Killengreen’s substantial arguments for accommodation for the first time. The directorate framed accommodation as important to the diversification of the police force as a policy goal, and by extension, to the police mandate:
The Police Directorate emphasises the importance of the police, as the country’s civilian
instrument of power, representing a mirror image of the population and not favoring any
particular groups or ethnic or religious belonging. As part of this it is of crucial significance
to recruit servicemen and women who represent the diversity of the population. (…) Within
the immigrated population there are a large number, especially of women, who carry religious headwear. By refusing to allow these citizens to wear their headwear as part of the
uniform, one will in eơ ect prevent these exact groups from serving in the police force. This
may seem unfair to the individual, but the main point in the directorate’s view is that such
a decision limits the opportunities for the police to recruit oƥcers from groups that,
according to the societal responsibilities and duties of the police, it is important to recruit
from.’ (Politidirektoratet 2008) [my translation].

The Police Directorate’s argument is strikingly similar to the military emphasis on how
recruitment practices necessitate accommodation for religious minorities. When the directorate sent its recommendation to the Ministry of Justice, they attached a statement by the
Equality and Anti-Discrimination Ombudsman, who had encouraged the directorate to
give weight to the meaning of the Norwegian legislation on discrimination in their deliberations on accommodation of religious headwear in the police uniform regulations (Politidirektoratet 2008).
Next, a ministry spokesperson confirmed to Stavanger Aftenblad that they had decided to
change the uniform regulations according to the directorate’s recommendation. These
actions escalated the debate to new levels of political controversy as the political parties
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represented in Parliament split over the minister’s decision, even across the governing
coalition. The Christian Conservatives and the Liberal Party, in opposition, expressed
their support. Representatives of the right-wing Progress Party and the Conservatives, at
the time in opposition to the government, protested against the decision to accommodate
the hijab, as did the Centre Party, at the time part of the government coalition. Center
Party MP Ola Borten Moe was among the opponents who criticised the decision, stating
that policewomen wearing hijab would cast doubts about police legitimacy and «who they
represent» (Hegvik and Hansen 2009). The closed-oơ bureaucratic decision making did
not satisfy critical MPs who wanted to debate the principles of the issue (Sæbø 2009). At
this stage, the competition for authority over the issue field was decidedly central to the
conflict.
Six days later, the ministry attempted to start anew. They retracted their original statement, claiming it had been made in error, and instructed the Police Directorate to draft a
proposal for new uniform regulations, undertake due consultation of relevant bodies
including the police union, and collect experiences from countries practicing hijab accommodation in the police. This did nothing to stem criticism of them. MPs from the Progress
Party attempted instead to raise the issue in Parliament, asking Minister Storberget again
to inform Parliament about the government’s policy, and proposing to Parliament that the
government should keep uniform regulations as they are. MP Jan Arild Ellingsen put the
Progress Party’s position as follows:
There shall be no religious or political symbols on the uniform. Norwegian police [oƥcers]
shall have the same appearance, regardless of what kind of background they have. That is
the most important thing and that is how the trust of the population is earned. (quoted in
Lind- berg (2015))

The same MP also went far to insinuate that this was only the first of ‘Muslim demands’
that would follow, thus framing the issue as a matter of regulating Islam specifically, more
than religion in general (Lindberg 2015). Ellingsen wanted Storberget to engage personally, which would pressure the coalition government to present their argument for accommodation. As noted, the coalition was in fact split, and even within the Labour Party, some
MPs were critical towards accommodation. Moreover, the coalition government had just
weeks earlier retracted some proposed changes to laws regulating blasphemy and hate
speech, and had already suơ ered a lack of credibility in their ability to govern religion.
On 20 February 2009, Minister Storberget announced that he was putting the issue to
rest. Uniform regulations would remain unchanged. In a letter addressed to one of his most
ardent opponents on the matter, MP Jan Arild Ellingsen, and posted four days later,
Minister Storberget describes why:
In the time that has passed since a thorough assessment of the issue was requested, it has
become clear through the public debate that there is little support in the police, the population and Parliament for conducting changes in the police uniform regulations. I have therefore, as I announced at the press conference on 20 February, concluded that it is not a
suitable instrument for recruitment of people with minority background to the police. In
light of the debate that has taken place over recent weeks, I have arrived at the opinion
that the general trust in the police being perceived as neutral must weigh heavier in this
matter. On this account, I have asked for further actions by the Police Directorate to be
halted. (Storberget 2009) [my translation]
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Interestingly, the Minister oơ ers neutrality as a substantial argument against accommodating the hijab, but he points to the lack of support from ‘the police, the population
and Parliament’ that the public debate has made clear to him, as his very reason for taking
a new position. In the temporal context that the policy outcome was decided, it appears
that the minister’s decision was pressured by challenges to the authority and legitimacy
of the minister and the government, levied by political parties across coalition lines, the
police union, and voices from the general public (‘the population’) through the media.
The Equality and Anti-Discrimination Ombudsman later contested this decision. The
ombudsman found the uniform regulations to be in violation of the Anti-Discrimination
Act as well as the Gender Equality Act because their eơ ects discriminate against Muslim
women, but only on the technicality that the ministry did not substantiate why they had a
compelling reason to do so (Likestillings-og diskrimingeringsombudet 2010). As the
ombudsman has no power to instruct another state institution, and the ministry rejected
their conclusions, the police uniform regulation remained unchanged.
Comparing the two policymaking processes
As we have seen, both of these processes started with a focusing event where a question or
a protest gained media attention and eơ ectively called for an oƥcial response for or against
accommodation of religious headwear. In the Armed Forces, the actors involved in the
first round of contestation drew on competing ideas about the appropriate framework for
regulating religious practices in the military, but no one contested that it was a military
issue. From the beginning, the military relied on its own expertise to resolve the accommodation issues, including the chaplaincy, and proponents of accommodation had a
repertoire of arguments based on Christian precedence in the military organisation. The
event also coincided with an ongoing eơ ort to prepare the military for increased diver- sity
among its recruits, although this focusing event made clear some disagreements about
whether this required accommodation of religious symbols. In the military case, the Minister of Defence was the one who shifted the venue of policymaking, by actively asserting
that this question would be decided by the ministry. Because military ownership of the
issue was uncontested, and the minister had both the will and the authority to make
accommodations in the uniform regulations, this focusing event opened up a window of
opportunity for accommodation to become military policy.
As a similar focusing event, taking place 20 years later, Missoum’s question about
wearing hijab as a police student and oƥcer invited competition for problem definition
and authority over the issue from a number of actors. While Singh got an immediate
response to his request for accommodation in the military and Major Lunde oơ ered substantial arguments for the military’s position to the reporting media, the Police Directorate
refused to give Missoum an immediate response and attempted to carry out their deliberation behind ‘gilded doors’, communicating in confidentiality with the police union and the
Ministry of Justice. Although many of the actors that involved themselves in the police
case reached out to the Minister of Justice, attempting to engage him in the debate and to
make him intervene, thereby shifting the venue for policymaking from the police
bureaucracy to the ministry, the Minister held out. In terms of a timing and the need for
a policy proposal to resonate with its policy community, this attempt at policymaking
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‘behind gilded doors’ may have narrowed rather than opened up a window of opportunity
for accommodating hijab.
While the governing police authorities attempted to withdraw their processing of the
claim from public attention, leaving the space for contestation ‘unpoliced’, a range of
actors contested Missoum’s request for accommodation through the media. The extensive
media coverage helped the police union, the Progress Party and other actors to shift deliberation from the bureaucratic venue of the Police Directorate to the national public debate.
The extensive media coverage and the broad engagement from many actors demonstrates
that Missoum made her claim during a time when accommodation of minority religion –
particularly Islam – was a much more politicised issue than it was in the 1980s. While
Singh’s turban was debated as a military issue, the proper political categorisation of Missoum’s question was contested from the beginning. The right-wing Progress Party had
already established itself as the dominant anti-immigrant and anti-Islamic party in Norwegian politics, and in this case several other parties eventually followed their lead in criticising
the Minister of Justice, even from within the government coalition. The police union had an
on-going and very public conflict with the Minister of Justice that further politicised the
accommodation issue. None of this political contestation took place in the military case.
The police case also illustrates how the 2000s saw a growing field of individuals and organisations seeking to speak with authority on Islam from an insider position, who both supported and opposed accommodation. In light of this, it is surprising that police authorities
did not realise earlier that their accommodation proposal would have little political support.
Despite the engagement from actors who contested Missoum’s claim, police authorities
proved to be motivated to accommodate the hijab. As the Minister of Defence had done 20
years prior, the Police Directorate eventually concluded that accommodation was important for the ability of the institution to recruit from a diverse population, and therefore
recommended it. As in the military, police oƥcials related this to established aims and
eơ orts to diversify the police force, which demonstrates that a political stream existed
that favoured accommodation. The Equality and Anti-Discrimination Ombudsman,
who did not exist in the 1980s, had also encouraged the Police Directorate to accommodate hijab in order to comply with legislation on discrimination that was introduced in the
2000s. The institutionalisation of non-discrimination measures in Norway in the 1990s
and 2000s had formed a strong framework for seeing the regulation of work uniforms
in a rights-based perspective, and for seeing the regulation of Muslim women’s use of
the hijab as discrimination. It assigned rights to individuals and duties to organisations,
both private and public, and gave special authority to the ombudsman on discrimination
issues. In fact, by the 2000s, the law experts in the directorate and the ministry may have
considered accommodation to be an option they had a responsibility to explore. However,
the Minister of Justice was able to disregard the ombudsman, who does not hold authority
over cabinet members. In the end, what tipped the scale on accommodating hijab in the
police was the minister’s assessment of political opportunity rather than a legal interpretation. The window of opportunity for accommodation had closed.

Conclusion and discussion
As the comparison of these two policy-making processes suggest, the Norwegian military
in the 1980s and the Norwegian police in the 2000s both presented flexible micro-
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environments for accommodation of religious symbols in their uniform regulations.
Actors in both of the cases I have compared could draw on field-specific arguments both
for and against accommodation, and could claim legitimacy for conflicting problem
definitions based on the requirements of the organisation in question. Neither national
nor field-specific ‘models’ of regulating religion decided the policy outcomes, that were
shaped through contestation and eventually decided by the respective minister in charge.
Furthermore, these two cases support Michalowski’s (2015) claim that accommodation
of minority religions may be a strategic move for these organisations, at least according to
their own argumentation. Singh’s claim for accommodation in the military in 1988
coincided with on-going deliberations on whether the military should make provisions for
new minorities that were conscripted, and was successful. Missoum’s request for
accommodation in the police in 2008 did coincide with a similar political will to diversify
the police force, as expressed by the Police Directorate and the Ministry of Justice, but also
with considerable conflict over authority in the police field and in the field of governing
religion – particularly Islam.
That no political actors contested military authority over the issue may have enabled
accommodation in 1988, while the intense contention from rival actors narrowed the
window of opportunity in 2008. Eơ ectively, the police hijab debate became a war over
authority over Islam and police regulations, which the coalition government and its Labour
Minister eventually withdrew from, scrapping his policy proposal. This finding supports
Bale’s claim (2008) that engagement from populist parties like the Norwegian Progress
Party can pressure more mainstream parties to create more restrictive policies, but in this
case, they were joined in their opposition by a range of actors. Attempting pol- icymaking
behind ‘gilded doors’ does not appear to be the way to a less politicised debate that
Guiraudon (1997) suggested. Instead, this study highlights how disengagement from the
public debate on behalf of the minister in charge may have exacerbated politicisation.
However, we do not know how the process would have played out diơ erently, had he
engaged sooner.
Most of all, the comparison between these two cases suggests that crafting a window of
opportunity for accommodation of religious minorities has become more diƥcult, despite
introduction of legislation that protects minority rights. It suggests that the police case
became a shift in the Norwegian pattern of accommodating hijab, as Siim (2013) has
identified it, because the contentious process tested the political willingness, coherence
and authority of the government, not the legal framework. The transnational legal reframing that has occurred in Europe has made it clear that such issues are a question of national
political concern and jurisdiction, and therefore politicians across Europe now face the
same choice as the Norwegian Minister of Justice did, when he had to shoulder the responsibility of making an increasingly unpopular decision. Within the current European human
rights framework, such questions are now a matter of political feasibility–and therefore
each policy process could have a diơ erent outcome, even within the same nation-state.
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Abstract
The influence of right-wing populist policy-making is mediated by how parties in the political
mainstream respond when populists attempt to set the agenda. This article explores how
interactions between populist agenda setting and mainstream responses shape politicization and
outputs in policymaking on Muslim veiling in Norway. In Norwegian politics, the right-wing populist
Progress Party most actively puts Islam on the political agenda, and in the recent decade this party
has moved from the political margins to sharing executive power with the mainstream right. This
article presents an analysis of all proposals to the Norwegian Parliament on the topic of Muslim
veiling, dating from 2003 to 2018. The findings show that from 2009, MPs from the mainstream right,
centre and left allow the Progress Party’s problem definitions and policy proposals onto the
parliament’s agenda. Policy change first occurs after the Progress Party enters into government, with
support from the political centre-left. I argue that the centre-right cooperation that invited the
Progress Party into public office constituted a reordering of party relations in the issue field of
Muslim veiling that moved conflict lines to the left, and thereby moved policies to the right.
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conflicts subject Muslim civil society organisations to a great deal of
critical attention across Europe, both as problematic and as
potential partners for policy interventions. Both national and local
authorities seek out organisations that can represent Muslims and
other minority groups in policy development and delivery, yet
politicians discredit multiculturalism as a political project. This paper
uses the implementation of a Norwegian grant scheme as an
opportunity to investigate how local implementation of national
policy may explain why multiculturalism, while discredited, can
continue at diơ erent policy levels or under other names, and how
local adaptation shapes relations with Muslim civil society
organisations. The analysis builds on a review of the grant scheme’s
historical transformation, a dataset of applications and grant
distributions in each municipality, and interviews with all 20 local
administrators who implement the scheme today. It shows how
municipalities mainly use the grant to promote a convivial
multiculturalism of cross-ethnic individual mixing, but also engage
in cooperation with Muslim organisations through a pragmatic form
of multicultural governance.
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Introduction
Muslim minorities figure at the heart of the now common allegation that European
multi- cultural policy has failed to integrate new migrants and sustain the social cohesion
of Europe. Politicians are concerned over the alleged self-segregation, extremism, and value
conflicts associated with Muslim communities. Since the 1990s, European policy
approaches to integration and accommodation of minority groups have changed significantly towards a greater emphasis on national identity and ‘civic integration’ of newcomers. Even the European flagship of multiculturalism, the Netherlands, changed their
integration policy in the 1990s towards a greater emphasis on cultural integration of individuals through language learning and other policy tools (Korteweg 2006, 148). Scholars
suggested that governments were retreating from multiculturalism (see, e.g. Joppke 2004).
This argument appeared strengthened by the many statements made by political leaders
against multiculturalism in the following years.
However, other scholars challenge the idea of the retreat from multiculturalism and
argue that what occurred was a ‘civic rebalancing’ of multiculturalism through ‘productive
critique’ (Jones 2015; Meer and Modood 2009). Theories of multiculturalism call for policies that ‘allow minority groups to root their participation in society within their cultural
communities’ (Bloemraad, Korteweg, and Yurdakul 2008, 9). Such policies often extend
recognition and rights to cultural minority groups, not only individual citizens, with the aim
of enabling equality. Those who see the post-90s shift as a ‘civic rebalancing’ of multiculturalism maintain that integration policies now give greater emphasis to unity as a policy
aim, but still start from a recognition of (usually ethnic and religious) diơerence (Meer and
Modood 2009). Others contend that because authorities still address minorities as groups,
recognition of minority groups occurs almost as a by-product of how inte- gration policies
are implemented (Korteweg and Triadafilopoulos 2015). Therefore, multi- culturalism as a
form of governing diversity is not ‘dead’.
This paper explores one hypothesis proposed in the debate on multicultural retreat, that
divergent evidence on the ‘retreat’ from multiculturalism is a result of dissonance between
policy at the national level and its local implementation. The same concerns that have discredited multiculturalism as a philosophy may have created a demand for representatives
of minorities through organisations, especially Muslim organisations, that authorities can
cooperate with to resolve religious and cultural tensions (Mourão Permoser, Rosenberger,
and & Stoeckl 2010) and promote integration and inclusion of immigrated minorities
(Korteweg and Triadafilopoulos 2015). It may also be that the civic ideal of unity and
belonging is more compatible with multiculturalism at the local rather than the national
level.
Studies of multicultural policy and its alleged decline often focus on Britain and the
Netherlands as the two European countries that most explicitly defended such policies in
the past, and sometimes on Germany for contrast. This paper turns to Norway, which, as
the Norwegian state has financially accommodated minority faith communities since the
1960s and immigrant organisations since the 1970s, also oơers an interesting empirical
ground for testing theories on changes in multicultural policy. This has been quite
exceptional in a European context, especially as the funding has come with few strings
attached. Both forms of support reflect a Norwegian tradition of strong ties between the
state and the majority civil society, including the Protestant church, and extend similar
opportunities to new groups (Leirvik 2001, 13–14; Takle 2014, 7).
This paper uses the implementation of a Norwegian grant scheme as an opportunity to
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investigate how local implementation of national policy may explain why multiculturalism, while discredited, can continue on diơerent policy levels or under other names, and
how this mediation shapes relations to Muslim civil society organisations. The grant
scheme oơers funding for local immigrant organisations and other voluntary organ- isations,
and 20 municipalities around Norway administer it on behalf of the state. Based on
comparison of applications and grant distributions in each municipality and on inter- views
with all 20 local administrators, I examine how municipal decision-makers mediate national
policy as they implement the scheme. I discuss the political dilemmas that must be resolved
in the implementation phase and whether, based on these cases, local implementation of
integration policy may continue in multicultural forms, although multiculturalism is
questioned at the national level. I also ask whether this plays out diơer- ently for Muslim civil
society organisations compared to other voluntary organisations.
Successive Norwegian governments have stressed the importance of civil society in fostering social cohesion and integration of newcomers. Critical events, such as the
Mohammed cartoon aơair of 2005/2006, the rise of the Islamic State, and the recruitment of
young Norwegians to terrorist organisations abroad, have spurred the government to reach
out to Muslim civil society actors in particular in order to combat alienation, extre- mism,
and conflict at home. However, these events have also put a spotlight on concerns related
to possible illiberal, extremist or disloyal characteristics of Muslim religious organ- isations.
More generally, concern over segregation as a threat to social cohesion has led politicians
to question the integrating eơects of multicultural accommodation based on group
identities, also in Norway.
I first discuss what links we should expect to find between multiculturalism as a
national policy and multicultural measures or modes of governance on the ground. I then
trace some historical developments in Norwegian policies on civil society and min- ority
organisations, and briefly present the landscape of Muslim civil society organisations in
Norway, as they are a particular empirical focus in this paper. Next, I introduce some
theoretical perspectives on how conflicting political values can be resolved in the
implementation of public policy, before I present the article’s selection of data. The results
sections examine and compare local strategies for dealing with unresolved dilem- mas in
Norwegian funding of immigrant organisations, and finally I discuss how the pre- sented
findings speak to the debate on the alleged retreat of multiculturalism.

Multiculturalism in national policy and at the local
level
In 2017, Christian Joppke conceded that his 2004 claim that multiculturalism has
retreated was ‘much exaggerated’ (Joppke 2017, 1154). Interestingly, he maintains his
argument that the civic integration turn in European policy represents something new and
dominant, but claims that it could not roll back ‘multiculturalist policies that either never
existed or that persist at a diơerent level or under a diơerent name’ (Joppke 2017). Here we
have three possible explanations to the puzzle that multiculturalism may have lost support
at the level of political debate, without necessarily causing a retreat from multiculturalist
policy. Either it never existed, it persists at a diơerent policy level, or it has taken on the
disguise of a diơerent name – presumably without changing its substance. Let us unpack
these potential explanations in turn.
Multiculturalism cannot retreat where it never existed; to identify a civic turn in France,
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for example, does not convincingly strengthen the multicultural retreat hypothesis because
the French did not practice multiculturalism to begin with. To examine the hypothesis
empirically, we must first identify where multiculturalism was practised as either policy,
philosophy, or as mode of governance. Multicultural policies, narrowly defined, are ‘formal
policy orientations that aim to recognise group rights’ (Korteweg and Triadafilo- poulos
2015, 664). Some also include policies aimed to ‘reduce fear of cultural diơerence, as well
as the inequality, exclusion and disadvantage that are often experienced by cultural
minorities’ (Uberoi and Modood 2013, 130), but recognition at the group level is precisely
what distinguishes multicultural policies from other integration policies that promote
similar aims. As a philosophy or ideology, multiculturalism argues for group recognition
as a right and moral duty, but also as a political solution to how nations (and national
identities) can become more inclusive. Finally, multiculturalist governance occurs when
minority community organisations participate in the articulation and implementation of
policy through networks involving other political actors in ways that recognise group
diơerences. Norway’s funding of both minority faith communities and civil society organisations appears to be an example of a multiculturalist policy, but it may not meet all the
criteria listed above. Therefore, I study how implementation of the funding scheme does
oơer recognition, and whether the policy is driven by multicultural ideology or allows for
multiculturalist modes of governance.
There are several reasons why civic integration and multiculturalism, according to these
definitions, could coexist at diơerent levels as Joppke suggests. Evidence from the Netherlands and Germany suggests that multicultural governance, for example, can be built pragmatically ‘on the fact of diversity’ (Korteweg and Triadafilopoulos 2015, 664) without
necessarily drawing on normative claims for group recognition that multicultural philosophy oơers. National or local authorities can simply end up recognising group diơerences as
they acknowledged minorities’ specific challenges and cultural knowledge in articula- tion
and implementation of policy, and therefore engage them in governance networks. Several
case studies have suggested that the intensifying political discourse on Islam has opened up
a political room in Europe for Muslim organisations to act as points of contact for political
actors, particularly Islamic umbrella organisations (Arkilic 2015; Kort- mann and RosenowWilliams 2013; Mourão Permoser, Rosenberger, and & Stoeckl 2010). This may well be a
pragmatic expansion of multiculturalism as a form of governance rather than an expansion
of multiculturalism as an ideological project.
Additionally, local integration policy (and policy implementation) may diverge from
national policy, especially in countries like Norway that decentralise a lot of decision
making in this area. European cities are often considered to be more accommodating
towards minorities than national-level politics would prescribe. Because inclusion at the
local level is a diơerent political matter than defining the national identity or boundaries of
the state (Joppke 2017, 1165), we can sometimes find diơerent integration philosophies at
the two levels – or in diơerent cities. Joppke finds that urban identity is often defined as
permeable and hyper-inclusive, ‘deliberately indiscriminate with respect to urban residents’ ethnic background and legal status’ (Joppke 2017). However, Mauritzio Ambrosini
has shown that in Italy, urban policy can also be a battleground where local governments
push for more excluding policies towards immigrants than the national government – or
even the law – support (Ambrosini 2013).
Stephen H. Jones (2015) argues that in the city of Leicester, new ‘civic’ integration aims
have not disrupted the established multicultural governance and deep relationships between
the city and Muslim organisations. Instead, these relationships have expanded as the city
and the organisations cooperate in the political project of promoting unity and ‘One
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Leicester’. Leicester thus oơers an example of how, at the local level, multicultur- alist modes
of working together continue under a diơerent name, ‘rebalanced’ towards new policy aims–
which may change the promise of these relationships. Jones and others warn that
multiculturalism as a mode of political engagement may be waning in favour of a ‘multicultural celebration’ of ethnic and religious diơerence in the city (Jones 2015; Meer and
Modood 2009). ‘One Leicester’ is an example of celebration and promotion of ‘everyday
multiculture’ through interactions across ethnic and faith lines. This aim can be political
in that it can make urban and national identities more inclusive, but this form of recognition
holds less promise as a platform for claims making and influence.

Shifting policy objectives and rationales
By maintaining economic funding for immigrant organisations, Norway appears still
to recognise newcomers as ethnic groups and oơer financial support for group inclusion in
a manner typical of multicultural accommodation (Takle 2014). The question here is
whether this policy measure remains multicultural in its aims and orientation. In a study
of Norwegian policy documents on integration and civil society from 1974 to 2006, Bay,
Finseraas, and Hagelund (2010) find that Norwegian authorities have margin- alised the role
of immigrant organisations in public policy since the 1990s while directing their attention
more towards immigrants’ inclusion in majority-based organisations.
The first Norwegian integration policies, written in the 1970s, describe immigrant
organisations as important partners for policy implementation because of their external
political potential and internal and identity-building functions (Bay, Finseraas, and Hagelund 2010, 302). At this early stage, the government adopted a hands-on approach to
immigrant organisations, funding them, refurbishing their oƥces in Oslo, holding frequent meetings, and voicing their expectations that the organisations should be democratic, represent the interests of migrant workers, and assist in policy implementation as
‘welfare organisations’. Comparably, the government’s approach to new Muslim faith
communities was much more hands-oơ, mostly restricted to financial accommodation as
regulated by law. However, a 1987 white paper notes that immigrant organisations were
unable to live up to the expectations described above. Compared to other parts of civil
society, the government saw the immigrant organisations as ‘small and weak’, mostly
inwardly oriented cultural organisations, concerned with their group’s ‘social and cultural
belonging in a new country’ (Ministry of Local Government and Labour 1987, 66).
In the 1990s, policy documents expressed hopes that immigrants would join other
interest-based organisations that could perform a vertical political function and represent
their interests across ethnicities (Bay, Finseraas, and Hagelund 2010). The documents tone
down expectations that immigrant organisations could serve representative, democratic
functions. This coincides with a shift in perspective on integration across Europe, which
problematised low levels of immigrant participation in work life, civil society and politics.
The scare of ‘parallel societies’ had replaced concerns about forced assimilation. In the
integration white papers of the 1990s and 2000s, the government turned to volun- tary
organisations in general as service providers and tools in implementation of inte- gration
policy, and less to immigrant organisations in particular (Bay, Finseraas, and Hagelund
2010; Bråten, Lillevik, and Jahreie 2017). In the 2000s, Norwegian policy emphasised civil
society as the welfare state’s grassroots level co-producer, and an impor- tant sphere for
creation of trust, social capital and integration (Loga 2018, 65). Although the authorities
continued to fund immigrant organisations in the 2000s, the rhetoric at the national level
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had shifted. The government now problematised their inward orientation and described
their integrating potential as contingent on whether they were willing and able to partner
with the authorities and other voluntary organisations (Bråten, Lille- vik, and Jahreie 2017,
43). The latest white paper on integration ascribes voluntary organisations a key role in
‘creating contact between local communities and inhabitants’ (Ministry of Justice and
Public Security 2015). This function is instrumental to the overall aim of the policy, which
is to prevent segregation through immigrants’ participation in work life and greater society,
while maintaining high levels of trust and achieving a sense of belonging for all inhabitants
(Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2015). The grant scheme that targets local
immigrant organisations and other voluntary organisations echoes these objectives. It was
reorganised in 2015 and is now administered through 20 municipali- ties around Norway.1
The Directorate of Immigration and Diversity explains that they selected municipalities
where large shares of the inhabitants have an immigrant back- ground, with some
adjustments to the list to ensure geographical spread across the country. The scheme
includes two types of grants: funding of ‘integration activities’, and operational grants.
Operational grants are available only for registered immigrant organisations that can
document a paying membership base within the municipality, while funding of integration
activities is available for all types of voluntary organisations.2
In 2016, the stated objectives of providing funds for immigrant organisations in particular were ‘to contribute to strengthening the participation of the immigrated
population in civil society and in social networks’ and to ‘contribute to increasing trust and
belonging in the Norwegian society’ (IMDi 2016, author’s translation). Voluntary activities
ought to be ‘related to integration and inclusion of persons of immigrant background’ and
are funded in order ‘to create meeting places and activities in local communities across
groups in the population’ and again ‘to increas[e] trust and belonging in the Norwegian
society’ (IMDi 2016, author’s translation).
It is up to the municipalities to make the grant scheme known, to process applications,
and to administer the funds (IMDi 2016). The directorate explicitly encourages the municipalities to prioritise the distribution of funds according to local integration objectives, and
even prioritise between the two types of grants as the municipalities see fit. On one hand,
this grant scheme gives municipalities considerable freedom to interpret and adjust the
scheme to their own perceptions of how integration, trust and belonging is best promoted
by civil society. On the other, it delegates the resolution of the noted anxieties related to
immigrant organisations to the local authorities. It is up to them to figure out how to
interfere, through funding, in order to mobilise local voluntary activity, including immigrant
organisations, to achieve the national policy objectives.

Muslim civil society organisations in Norway
One anxiety that local authorities must confront is how public concern about Islamic
radi- calisation has re-politicised the role of religious and non-religious Muslim
organisations. However, the history of how the Norwegian Muslim civil society developed
tells a very interesting story of Muslim diversity, and which organisations Norwegian
authorities have been accommodating. Today, Muslims make up an estimated 4% of the
Norwegian population, about 200 000 persons (SSB 2017), which is around the average for
Europe as a region. They are a highly diverse minority in terms of ethnic background,
religious orien- tation and practice, and organised civil society participation. To speak of a
‘Muslim civil society’ as a unified field would be misleading.
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Muslims in Norway have organised themselves since the 1970s, when groups of guest
workers from Pakistan, Turkey and Morocco grew in number. Early welfare organisations
catered to the social, cultural and religious needs of their members, and the first mosque
was opened in 1974 (Vogt 2000). Norwegian authorities recognised and supported both
kinds of organisations early on. They recognised local or regional organisations based on
national, ethnic or cultural identity (i.e. Moroccan, Kurdish or African) as ‘immigrant
organisations’. A council was established in 1984 to facilitate contact between the public
authorities and the newcomers, represented by immigrant organisations (Rogstad 2007).
Immigrant organisations were also oơered public funding starting in 1987 and the numbers
grew quickly, from about 40–50 organisations in 1979 to an estimated 800 in 2001 (Predelli
2008, 937).
After 1980, the number of mosques grew through fractioning and the arrival of new
groups of Muslims (Vogt 2000, 82). By a law introduced in 1969, state and municipal
funding was available for all registered faith communities outside the state church on a permember basis, equal to the public funding provided the Norwegian state church per
member per year (Plesner 2016). This has encouraged mosques to recruit formally
registered members in what could be called a churchified (Vinding 2018) pattern of religious organisations, which is not common in the Muslim world. Today, 148,000 Muslims
are registered members of a mosque in Norway (SSB 2017). This financial support has been
significant enough to provide religious organisations the possibility to be self-govern- ing, to
extend their activities in order to engage outside of their own group, and to be less dependent
on foreign funding (Grung 2017).
After this period of fragmentation, the 1990s became a period where the major mosques
and the diơerentiated communities sought cooperation and unification across the abovementioned dividing lines. The Islamic Council of Norway was established to this eơect in
1993 by five mosques (Vogt 2000, 215–217). The council aimed to be a unifying organisation as
well as a representative voice for Muslims in Norway, and position itself as a point of
contact with Norwegian authorities on behalf of their growing list of member congregations.
New issue-based organisations were also established in the 1990s by Muslim youth, women
and/or converts, which recruited from across or beyond the mosque communities.
The 2000s made it clear that the Islamic Council, while representing more than 20
mosques and organisations at this point, did not represent all Muslims in Norway. Public
figure Shabana Rehman used her voice as a person of Muslim background to cri- ticise the
council for being too conservative and promoting illiberal ideas. The council did not
represent all conservative Muslims either, as proven when over 1500 Muslims marched
through Oslo during the Mohammad cartoon aơairs of 2006 and 2010 to demand a more
confrontational response than which the Islamic Council, in close cooperation with
Norwegian authorities, had adopted. New specialised and issue-oriented organisations
appeared after the cartoon controversies to represent the secular Muslim voice. However,
economic as well as political incentives had favoured the mosques and the Islamic Council
as the corporate channel of representation and contact on politicised issues related to Islam.
In the 2000s, the Salafi organisations Islam Net and The Prophet’s Ummah drew
considerable attention for their extremist ideology and the latter’s alleged recruitment to
terrorist organisations, although it organised only a handful of Norwegian Muslims. The
majority of Norway’s Muslim civil society organisations today are small, local or regional
organisations of either religious, ethnic or cultural character.
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Dealing with dilemmas in implementation
As noted, the Directorate of Integration and Diversity leaves it to the administrators of
20 municipalities to administrate funds for immigrant organisations, and to resolve two key
dilemmas. Firstly, they must decide whether to use the grant scheme to provide immigrant
organisations with operational grants, or to provide project funding for any local volunteer
organisations based on the integrating potential of their activities. While the first type of
funding oơers a way to recognise minority groups in a way that empowers them as potential collaborators in multicultural governance, it does not give the municipalities any way
to steer the organisations’ activities. Strengthening the participation of the immigrated
population is an explicit objective, but the Norwegian government has also problematised
the ‘inward orientation’ of immigrant organisations and expressed preference for an integrationist approach to participation, which dissolves minority communities into a larger,
diverse public sphere. Secondly, the municipalities must review applications for project
funding. Given the grant scheme’s objectives, this requires them to assess and value each
project’s integrating potential against some common yardstick, even though the
organisations applying, as networks of diơerent ethnic and religious groups, may oơer
something very diơerent.
It is common that goals or values that cannot be balanced or met simultaneously cause
conflicts in public governance, and they are one reason why implementation aơects policy
outcomes. Thacher and Rein have theorised that public servants cope with such value
conflicts by making situated judgements about what is appropriate in particular times,
places and contexts (2004, 458). In this case, that means making judgements about what
is better for local integration concerns and objectives, as the directorate explicitly
encourages the municipalities to do. As the literature on multiculturalism suggests, the city
context itself might influence such perceptions both because minorities may constitute a
smaller or larger share of the local demographic, and because ‘belonging’ might mean
something diơerent in the local context than it does at the national level. The situated judgements can also concern what kinds of organisations or activities best fit the municipality’s mode of recognising and governing diversity.
Thacher and Rein suggest that in making their judgements, public servants apply strategies that let them avoid weighing conflicting values against each other, which allow them to
make rational choices even when the conflicting values cannot be balanced. In fact, the
directorate invites municipalities to do so when they ask them to adjust the grant scheme to
local integration objectives and develop their own priorities. Municipalities may exclude
types of applications that they do not wish to fund by establishing some ‘rules of the game’
that organise them out using a bias strategy (Stewart 2006, 190). As a description of this
strategy, bias does not mean partiality; it means that the municipality makes a strategic use
of a set of norms that can allow them to make judgements, encouraging organisations to
send relevant applications. A bias strategy makes policy priorities clear both to those
implementing it and benefiting from it, but it also makes it harder for organisations to
challenge the municipality’s ordering of values or alternatives.
How do we recognise a bias strategy in action? Stewart (2006) describes two techniques
used in bias strategies for excluding alternatives. One is to make use of a dominant policy
paradigm that privileges certain ways of thinking – and those actors who master the dominant discourse. Municipalities are quite likely to reward certain approaches to integration
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by providing or increasing funding to those over others, as they are encouraged to do,
and this would be the same as using a policy paradigm to pursue a bias strategy. The other
technique is technicisation, which happens when we translate values into management
regimes and use technical means to deal with conflicting values. For example, a municipality may ask organisations to report how many participants in a certain target group will
benefit from grants, a type of performance measures that is common in policy
implementation. Such technicisations may drive out other types of assessments that are less
quantifiable and require bureaucrats to make judgement calls, but they can also be used to
compromise in a pragmatic way between conflicting values.
If the municipalities apply an integrationist policy paradigm to the implementation of
the grant scheme, this could favour elites or majority actors. Such a bias would reward
organisations that mobilise across identities and activities that address barriers to individual integration, or recognition of universal human rights and human dignity. It would
probably also privilege organisations with the capacity to deliver immediate results. This
would subject Muslim organisations to harder competition and scrutiny as they would have
to propose specific projects with desired outcomes and compete for funding with majority
organisations that are likely to be better masters of the dominant discourse. Such bias
strategies might ‘pacify’ or crowd out Muslim organisations if conditions for funding slants
the table towards competing organisations.
If recognition and group inclusion is the dominant policy paradigm in the municipality,
this may privilege minority organisations. Such a bias would prioritise minority groups’
participation, self-organisation, and issue ownership in integration activities. It could
reward group-based participation in the public domain, and activities concerned with
preservation and public assertions of group identity and dignity. It would perhaps compensate for shortcomings in immigrated minorities’ capacity to self-organise and participate in the public domain, and value the participation itself, not just its output.

Materials and methods
This paper uses data that this author, along with Beret Bråten and Josefine Jahreie,
orig- inally collected for a research project commissioned by the Directorate for Integration
and Diversity (IMDi). Our task was to analyse how the directorate and the municipalities
could encourage partnership with immigrant organisations in integration and inclusion
eơorts through the local implementation of Grants to local immigrant organisations and
volun- tary activity in local communities (see Bråten, Lillevik, and Jahreie 2017). We
collected documents from IMDi and each of the 20 municipalities that included
national and local criteria for applications, summary lists of applicants and what they
have applied for (substantially and in numbers), documentation of which applicants have
been rejected or received financial support, and how much each successful application had
been granted.
After collecting these documents and making a simple quantitative analysis of how
the municipalities distributed the funds (acceptance rates and average grant sums for
immi- grant organisations and majority organisations respectively), we then conducted
inter- views with those responsible for the administration of the grant scheme in all 20
municipalities. We mainly conducted interviews by phone, following a semi-structured
interview guide to ensure comparability. We asked about each municipality’s organisation
of responsibility for integration eơorts in general and the grant scheme in particular, how
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they decided which organisations and voluntary activities to fund, how they perceive
the contributions of immigrant organisations in achieving the aims of the grant scheme,
and which other eơorts the municipality has made to encourage cooperation with
immigrated minorities. This paper uses the same documents and interview data for a new
analysis.
IMDi defines immigrant organisations in this grant scheme as the organisations of
first- generation immigrants and persons born of parents who immigrated to Norway, but
not immigrants from the Nordic countries, Switzerland, U.S.A., Canada, Australia and
New Zealand (IMDi 2016). I use the term according to this bureaucratic definition. I have
cate- gorised immigrant organisations as Muslim organisations if the organisation’s name
or self-description identify them as either (a) organising people of Muslim faith (Islamic)
or (b) organising people who have immigrated from or descend from a Muslim-majority
country, ethnic group, or geographical area (Muslim cultural background).3
A total of 475 organisations applied for funding in 2016, and 255 of these were immigrant organisations. Of the immigrant organisations, 90 (35%) can be categorised as
Muslim civil society organisations. Only eight of these organisations are Islamic, either
as Islamic associations (1), registered faith communities4 (3), organisations associ- ated
with mosques (3), or associated with the Islamic Gülen movement (1). Considering that
faith-based organisations make up only 8% of the majority-based organisations that
applied, Islamic organisations do not appear comparably underrepresented. The remaining
82 Muslim organisations are mostly ethnic associations organising people of Muslim
cultural background. The ethnic distribution of these organisations does reflect
demographic patterns of the Norwegian Muslim population, which suggests that the grant
scheme reaches relevant organisations in Norwegian Muslim civil society. Four ethnic
groups dominate: Turkish, Somali, Pakistani and Kurdish organis- ations make up 62% of
the total of ethnic Muslim organisations. These groups are among the most numerous groups
of immigrants from Muslim-majority countries in Norway, and top four in terms of
descendants (see Statistics Norway 2018). Syrians and Afghanis, two other large groups of
Muslim immigrants, are as of now underrepresented among the applicants, probably
because these groups arrived in the country as refugees more recently.
To see how the implementation of the grant scheme creates opportunities for
mobilisation of Muslim civil society organisations, I have first identified the organisations that
fit this category and looked at how they have fared as applicants to the grant scheme (eligibility, application rates, acceptance rates and average grant sums). I have compared this
category to other immigrant organisations and to majority organisations (see table below),
and looked for variations in this pattern across the 20 municipalities (Table 1).
Judging by the number of applications, the grant scheme mobilises Muslim civil society
in a geographically concentrated area, not nationwide. Of the 90 Muslim organisations that
applied for funding, one-third applied in Oslo and a little over one-third in the five
Table 1. Application numbers and acceptance rates across organisation categories.
MAJORITY-BASED
ORGANISATIONS
(N)

MUSLIM
ORGANISATIONS

OTHER MINORITY
ORGANISATIONS

APPLICATIONS

220

90

165

% OF TOTAL

46

19

35

73

84

92

ACCEPTANCE
RATE (%)

TO
TAL
5
0

47
10
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cities of Stavanger, Bergen, Sarpsborg, Fredrikstad and Drammen. In Norway,
immigrants from Muslim-majority countries have especially settled in Oslo and
surrounding urban areas (SSB 2017). The pattern of applications from Muslim
organisations seems to overlap with this settlement pattern. The remaining 14
municipalities (Bærum, Skien, Bodø, Skedsmo, Sandnes, Hamar, Kristiansand, Sandefjord,
Tromsø, Trondheim, Tønsberg, Gjøvik, Ålesund, Arendal) received between four and zero
applications each from Muslim organisations. In fact, the smaller cities failed to attract
many applications from immigrant organisations at all. Immigrant and Muslim
communities are likely to be more scattered and less organised in many of these
municipalities, the low numbers may be coincidental, or they could result from the local
administration of the grant scheme.
Next, I have analysed the qualitative interviews with local administrators in the 20
municipalities, where they discuss how they implement the grant scheme according to local
priorities. In the analysis, I have identified whether and how the municipalities use bias
strategies when they operationalised the policy objectives of the grant scheme and distribute
funds, and whether they produce a multicultural form of policy or govern- ance. Finally, I
have identified some patterns and relationships between these strategies for dealing with
dilemmas in implementation, and the Muslim organisations’ access to funding and
cooperation. The next two sections of the paper present the findings from these two stages
of the analysis.

Results: the rules of the game
In our interview material, the 20 municipal administrators describe and discuss how
they decided to distribute the funds, including how they assessed the applications they
received and how they tried to communicate their expectations to potential applicants.
All the municipalities seek to prioritise activities that bring people together across
ethnic groups when they assess applications for project funding because they interpret the
grant scheme’s objective ‘to create meeting places and activities in local communities across
groups in the population’ as an instruction to do so. The guidelines set the discur- sive
framework, which the municipalities then translate into technical criteria or boxes that the
projects should tick in order to receive (more) funding.
For some municipalities, cross-ethnic participation is an absolute criterion, which
organises the eligible from the non-eligible. For others, it is an ideal that the municipality
will encourage by upsizing the grant for those who live up to it:
It’s not like … we don’t reject anyone because of a narrow [target] group. (...) We have
granted a little less to narrower activities, such as cabin trips for youths from one country. They
are not prioritised. While meeting places across [groups] are those we have given pri- ority to.
(Local administrator 1)

To enforce this prioritisation the municipalities operationalise their ideal so that they
know which kinds of applications to invite, and can recognise the right activities when they
see them. In other terms, they technicise and communicate an explicit bias towards some
types of applications. The two most common operationalisations are that activities should
include (1) as many people as possible (2) from diơerent (Norwegian and non-Norwegian)
ethnic background. This simple technicisation is widely used. For
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example, one municipality told us that their city gives priority to ‘multicultural’
activities. Asked to explain how they recognise whether activities are multicultural, the
public servant elaborated:
To what degree an activity is multicultural is a judgement call. It can be a little or very much.
(…) It’s considered a lot if there are many diơerent ethnic groups that are involved, rather than a
few. Or if the organisation thinks that a few [people] from another group might come, then it’s a
little. Or one can consider collaboration, something we also prioritise is col- laboration between
groups. The more they collaborate across all parts of an event. (Local administrator 2)

Multicultural is, in the first half of this quote, simply a synonym for ethnic
diversity. However, the administrator also expresses interest in ethnic minorities as
groups when he mentions that he prioritises collaborations between diơerent ethnic
groups, which is another common operationalisation of what an ideal application looks
like. While ethni- city and number of participants may be deal-breakers (if you don’t
draw people beyond your ethnic group, you might not qualify for funding at all),
collaboration is a booster. Municipalities reward those who are collaborating with other
organisations representing other ethnic groups, particularly across the minority-majority
divide, with higher funding. The reason for this is that local administrators believe
collaboration over time provides better opportunities for getting to know each other and
expanding participants’ networks than one-oơ encounters. Most of the municipalities
express interest in boosting these col- laborations as vehicles for such everyday encounters
across ethnic lines, not because they want to encourage networks of multicultural
governance as a path to influence in the city.
A second common booster is openness. Municipalities usually operationalised
this quality as being open to the public physically (by choice of event venue, i.e. at the
city centre, the public library or other places frequented by a mixed public) and of public
interest (not catering to one ethnic group).
We have some guidelines from the [national] circular that we follow. And we have made our
own priorities of things we believe in locally, we want activities to be open, to take place in [city
name], projects that are collaborations between diơerent actors. If there are closed-oơ activities
in the organisations, we would rather prioritise bigger collaborative projects, meeting places
between diơerent groups. (…) We care a lot about how many the activity can reach. (Local
administrator 3)

This quote describes one municipality’s use of an explicit bias, operationalised in a
handful of technical criteria (openness, collaboration, number of participants, cross- ethnic
participation), to fund what they ‘believe in locally’. In this way, municipalities recreate the
grant scheme objectives’ orientation towards bridging social capital in local ‘rules of the
game’. Most often, these favour applications for projects that are able to mobilise across
ethnic identities, host their activities in public places, cater to the interests of the broader
public, and deliver immediate results in terms of bringing individuals of mixed ethnic
backgrounds together. In doing so, they develop a bias towards organisations that can deliver
individual integration results, not group integration.
However, minority organisations can also apply for operational grants that come
without any strings or restrictions on how they can be spent. Applications for operational
grants had a high success rate of 89% in 2016, but only about a quarter of the grant scheme
went to operational grants for immigrant organisations, while three-quarters went to
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project funding. The reason is complex. Firstly, the grant scheme itself invites more
appli- cations for project funding. While only immigrant organisations are eligible for operational grants, any voluntary organisation may apply for project funding. Secondly, as
reflected by the high success rates of applicants, most municipalities choose to fund as many
applicants as possible in both categories, and thus the bulk of the grant goes towards project
funding.
At the same time, the municipalities diơer much more in their administration of operational grants than project funding. Two municipalities with vital minority organisations
have extended their ‘rules of the game’ to direct all funding towards projects that meet the
criteria of cross-ethnic mixing, and none for operational grants. One of them actually
engages the minority organisation in the process of distributing funds, in full-fledged multicultural governance. Some others, including the largest municipalities, explicitly prioritise operational grants by processing these applications first according to a technical
formula, then distributing the remaining funds to project applications. This is a technicisation (of both process and grant sums) that lets some municipalities strike a balance
between what they see as the dual aim of the grant scheme: empowerment of minority
organisations, and individual cross-ethnic integration.
The bias developed towards cross-ethnic integration, and away from group identitybased mobilisation, led some municipalities to question whether immigrant organisations
contribute towards integration as well as majority organisations do. One local administrator noted that project applications from immigrant organisations are usually about ‘parties,
politics or anxieties about alienation’, while applications from majority-based humanitarian
organisations exhibit ‘a more general philosophy of inclusion’, i.e. they are more in tune
with the municipality’s orientation. Indirectly, the administrators spoke about how an
explicit bias serves to organise out activities often suggested by immi- grant organisations
that they considered inwardly oriented.
We demand that the activities are openly available for everyone. If an immigrant organisation
applies for funding for an internal event in their organisations, they will not get a grant. Everything
is based on [the principle] that it should be open for everyone, there should be an openness around
it so that everyone can participate. No closed parties or meetings. (Local administrator 3)

If immigrant organisations appear to have a problematic inward orientation, the
explicit bias towards individual cross-ethnic mixing allows the municipalities to restrict
their access to funds. Most local administrators agreed that in the competition with organisations such as the Red Cross or the local church, the immigrant organisations box above
their weight class. They may be relevant partners with attractive platforms, but they are
unlikely to qualify for the ‘boosters’ among the operationalised criteria on their own.

Results: multicultural by game but not by name
In local level implementation of the grant scheme, Muslim civil society organisations
fare well in terms of accessing either operational grants or project funding. Of the
applications from Muslim organisations, 84% were successful. This means that their
success rate is a little lower than for the other 165 immigrant organisations, of which 92%
were funded, but higher than for the 212 majority-based organisations, of which 73%
received
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funding. Although most applicants receive much less funds than they apply for, at least
the Muslim organisations are relatively successful in comparison to their competitors.
Two-thirds of Muslim organisations applying were found in only six municipalities
(Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen, Sarpsborg, Fredrikstad and Drammen), which are among the
largest and/or more immigrant-dense cities in Norway. The largest and most diverse cities
have political charters that include diversity in the city’s identity building. By their
geographical concentration, Muslim organisations may be benefiting from the phenomenon
of the accommodating urban space, as some of the other Norwegian cities on the list are
neither very urban nor very diverse. In the interviews we did with the immi- grant-dense
cities, the local administrators demonstrated a heightened awareness towards minority
organisations and the potential negative eơects that the national requirements of the grant
scheme could have for them. These administrators were particularly concerned that
immigrant organisations compete for very limited resources with majority-based
organisations, some of them professionalised, which could lead to them being ‘crowded out’
of integration work. In addition, they noted that technical requirements alone excluded some
immigrant organisations from applying or receiving funds. For example, one Pakistani
women’s group could not figure out how to register oƥcially, and a Suda- nese association
was disqualified because it was too new. To counter this crowding-out threat, many
municipalities and especially the larger cities prioritise applications from immigrant
organisations that wish to participate in cooperative projects or events, such as multicultural
festivals, that can facilitate the kinds of mixing that the municipalities wish organisations
to provide. The municipalities often play key roles as initiators and coordinators and
provide much of the funding. Some municipalities limit almost all project funding that they
grant to immigrant organisations to their participation in these public festivals.
Administrators from the larger, immigrant-dense cities brought up Muslim organisations in the interviews uninvited, and recount that mosques and/or Muslim ethnic or religious organisations in their city have participated in religious dialogue or cooperated with
the municipality in counter-radicalisation projects and events. When municipalities bring
up Muslim organisations as contributors with valuable resources, it is in relation to concerns over either radicalisation or Islamophobia. This supports the hypothesis that the
politicisation of Islam has indeed made organisations that can represent Muslims into relevant actors for local authorities. However, it also seems that some municipalities are
ambivalent about this mode of multicultural governance in policy implementation, as the
quote below illustrates.
This past year I’ve led an imam-training project, and we have a very close cooperation with
the mosques in [the city], with thousands of members. We also work very well with Somali
organisations, we have a good and systematic cooperation with diơerent communities. How
representative is a Somali organisation for the Somali community? We don’t practice a multicultural approach to integration in [the city], we don’t just relate to each group that has a leader
we can relate to, but we see the value in that they have organisations with national communities.
The mosque is important to many, we cannot close our eyes to that. (Local administrator 5)

This administrator, working in one of Norway’s largest and most diverse cities,
recognises that the mosques are ‘important to many’, and are valued partners to the city. He
also recognises ‘the Somali community’ as an ethnic community with distinct
organisations,
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with which the city works ‘very well’. Still, he argues that the municipality is not
interested in a ‘multicultural’ kind of group integration. As the quote above shows, the
municipality engages Muslim organisations in multicultural governance as channels for
outreach and partners in cooperative projects, but they do not wish to name it
multiculturalism – perhaps they do it because of pragmatism and not ideology, and in
pursuit of vertical rather than horizontal integration. In another diverse city, the
administrator likewise dis- cusses outreach versus preferential modes of integration when
comparing minority and majority organisations:
If an immigrant organisation applies for project funding, it is often internal. We have a
mosque with 1300–1400 members and Norwegian as their common language, they have a
platform. But one reason why we have funded Norwegian organisations more is that they view
integration as part of their operations. (Local administrator 4)

This administrator sees potential in the mosque’s ‘platform’, but prefers ‘Norwegian
organisations’ as partners in integration work. It appears that the aim is to integrate the
‘1300–1400 members’, but not the organisation itself. Across the municipalities, neither
funding practices nor the administrators’ own accounts suggest that the municipalities use
the grant scheme to encourage Muslim self-organising – whether religious or ethnic
– or expansion of multicultural governance networks, as a local integration strategy.

Discussion and conclusion
This single grant scheme demonstrates three phenomena that the literature on
multicul- turalism’s life after death is trying to account for. Firstly, the political aims of the
scheme have shifted some ways away from early hopes of a communitarian
multiculturalism towards a greater emphasis on individual integration and everyday
encounters, while the scheme itself remains intact. The rhetorical shift at the national level
corresponded with the rhetorical retreat from multiculturalism as a philosophy across
Europe. Yet, Norway continues to oơer funding for immigrant organisations, which
suggests that encouraging and cooperating with immigrant organisations continues to be a
mode of governance that is compatible with new policy aims.
Secondly, as suggested by Jones (2015) and Meer and Modood (2009), celebrating
everyday multiculture in the city appears to be the new political project, largely replacing
the ambition of multiculturalism as a mode of political engagement. My findings on how
the municipalities distribute funding show more support for individual interactions in the
spirit of ‘everyday multiculture’, than group integration or recognition of cultural minorities as a political project. The municipalities that implement the scheme are encouraged
to prioritise among the national aims according to their local strategies for integration. I
have argued that this leaves it up to the municipalities to deal with political anxieties related
to immigrant organisations, through bias strategies. Similar anxieties, e.g. that immigrant
organisations may not exhibit the right ‘philosophy of inclusion’, seem to exist locally. In
their strategies, many municipalities apply an explicit and technicised bias towards projects
that promote a convivial multiculturalism of cross-ethnic individual mixing. Operational
grants sum up to only one-quarter of the awarded grants. The emphasis on convivial
multiculturalism restricts immigrant organisations’ terms for engagement as it centres on
individual interactions, not group action.
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Thirdly, in this study, the larger and more diverse cities appear to be more accommodating towards immigrant organisations, by more actively compensating for the crowdingout eơects of the bias strategies that they use to implement the scheme. These cities, therefore, appear more ‘multicultural’. Again, their strategies favour celebration of diơerence
and bringing people together across ethnic groups. Interestingly, some of these diverse
cities demonstrate how concerns over radicalisation and Islamophobia, which have contributed towards discrediting multiculturalism as a philosophy, have also led them to
cooperate with Muslim organisations. However, these municipalities do not accept this as
multiculturalism or endeavour to boost the self-organisation of Muslims specifically. It is
therefore hard to conclude from this study that the relationship between Muslim
organisations and local authorities is strengthening through multicultural governance, as
in Leicester (Jones 2015), but perhaps these examples are closer to the German and Dutch
experiences of pragmatic partnerships (Korteweg and Triadafilopoulos 2015).
The implementation of the grant scheme in fact, confirms a general trend in Norwegian
public policy towards minority organisations, which is that the policies and incentives used
no longer aim to empower the organisations as channels of political representation and
influence. Instead, the strategies that municipalities use to assess applications for project
funding encourage and boost activities that celebrate diversity, particularly in the shape of
public festivals in the name of the city. As such, the implementation of the grant scheme
aims at promoting an inclusive local identity that celebrates the ethnic and religious
diơerence of its inhabitants.

Notes
1. The municipalities are Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim, Bærum, Drammen, Kristiansund, Sandnes, Skedsmo, Fredrikstad, Sarpsborg, Tromsø, Skien, Sandefjord, Arendal,
Tønsberg, Ålesund, Bodø, Gjøvik and Hamar.
2. Members of immigrant organisations must reside within the municipality the organisation is
applying to in order to count towards operational grant funding. All organisations must be
registered in a national registry of voluntary associations to be eligible for funding.
3. It is hard to classify some of the minority organisations into binary religious/non-religious
categories, however. In example, Turkish immigrants originating from a village called
Samlar in Turkey have established their own faith community, Anatolian Alevi-Bektaşhi
Faith Society, and also several related organisations for families, women and children respectively. Their women’s organisation and youth organisation are both among the applicants to
the grant scheme under secular names. They are counted here among ethnic organisations,
but it is worth noting that they represent overlapping ethnic and religious communities.
4. According to the statutes of the grant scheme, organisations that already receive state funding
in their capacity as registered faith communities are not eligible for operational grants, but
may apply for funding of integration activities.
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